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Assoc. AD/Communications ............ Dan Wallenberg
Director  ............................................... Leann Parker
Associate Directors ......... Jerry Emig, Adam Widman
Assistant Directors ........Mike Basford, Kyle Kuhlman
  .................Alex Morando, Gary Petit, Brett Rybak 
Interns ...............Ashley Albertson, Ryan Zimmerman
Web site  ............................ OhioStateBuckeyes.com
Main Office Phone  ............................. 614-292-6861
Women’s Tennis Contact ..................... Leann Parker
 Office Phone .................................. 614-688-0294
 E-mail  ................................. parker.387@osu.edu
 Cell ................................................. 614-266-4309
Women’s Tennis Student Contact ...Chelsea Zoellner 
E-mail ...................................... zoellner.12@osu.edu
Mailing Address  ............... 6th Floor, Fawcett Center
2400 Olentangy River Road, Columbus, OH 43210
Facebook ........................../OhioStateWomensTennis
Twitter ........................................@OhioState_WTEN
THE BIG TEN 
CONFERENCE OFFICE
Asst. Comr., Media Relations ...........  Scott Chipman
 Phone  ............................................ 847-696-1010
 E-mail  ................................schipman@bigten.org
Women’s Tennis Contact  .......................Olivia Truby
Phone  .................................................847-696-1125 
 E-mail  ..................................... otruby@bigten.org 
Fax/Web site  ...................... 847-696-1110/bigten.org
Mailing Address  ................... 1500 West Higgins Rd. 
Park Ridge, IL 60068-6300
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
Location  .......................Columbus, Ohio (pop. 1.5m)
Founded  ...........................................................1870 
Enrollment  ....................56,861 (Columbus campus)
Nickname  .................................................. Buckeyes
Colors  ............................................Scarlet and Gray
Mascot  .............................................Brutus Buckeye
Fight Song ......................................Across The Field
Conference  ........................................Big Ten (1913)
Director of Athletics ............................ Eugene Smith
President  ................................. Dr. Michael V. Drake
Faculty Representative  .......................... John Bruno 
(Pittsburgh, 1975)
TENNIS HISTORY
First Year  ..........................................................1973
All-Time Record  ............................. 537-477-1 (.529)
Highest Big Ten Regular Season Finish  .... 1st, 2000
Highest Big Ten Overall Finish  .................2nd, 2004
All-Americans  .........................................................2
All-Big Ten Honors  ................................................23
Academic All-Big Ten Selections  ..........................94
Home Outdoor Facility  ............ Varsity Tennis Courts
Number of Courts  .................................................10
Home Indoor Facility ................ Ohio State University 
Varsity Tennis Center
Number of Courts  ...................................................6
 
TEAM FACTS
Head Coach ................Melissa Schaub, third season
Alma Mater, Year  .......................... Tennessee, 2006
Tennis Phone  ..................................... 614-292-6189
Tennis Fax  ......................................... 614-292-7158
Record at Ohio State (Years) ..................... 29-23 (2)
Big Ten Record (Regular Season) ...............11-11 (2)
Big Ten Tournament Record  .......................... 1-2 (2)
Career Record  ........................................... 29-23 (2)
Assistant Coach ............... Adam Cohen, first season
Alma Mater, Year ............................ Minnesota, 1997
Volunteer Coach  ...............Sarah Taylor, first season
Alma Mater, Year ......................North Carolina, 2009
Director of Operations ...........................Carrie Smith
Letterwinners Returning/Lost  ...............................6/2
Newcomers ..............................................................2
2013-14 Overall Record  ....................................19-9
Big Ten Conference Record/Finish  ............... 8-3/3rd
Big Ten Tournament Record  ................................1-1
OHIOSTATEBUCKEYES.COM
This is the official web site of the Ohio State Department 
of Athletics. Ohio State tennis releases as well as a 
wide variety of related tennis and athletics department 
information can be found on the web, including links 
to all 36 varsity sports.
WEEKLY RELEASE/STATS
The weekly release and statistics, are available on 
the official Ohio State Athletics Department Web site 
at OhioStateBuckeyes.com. Releases are not mailed.
PLAYER INTERVIEWS
Media wishing to conduct interviews with any member 
of the Ohio State women’s tennis team should contact 
Leann Parker in the athletics communications office. 
Please call at least one day in advance to allow setup 
time.
ROAD REQUESTS
Please direct all credential requests for Ohio State’s 
road matches to the host school’s sports information 
director.
PHOTO REQUESTS
All still photography requests of Ohio State players and 
coaches should be sent to Leann Parker in the Ohio 
State athletics communications office.
POST-MATCH PROCEDURES
No formal press conference is held after each match. 
Special requests should be made to the athletics 
communications contact prior to the end of the match. 
Requested interviews will begin about 10 minutes after 
the match ends. Players and coaches will be available 
by the courts or in a designated media area. A member 
of the Ohio State athletics communications office will 
assist with interviews.
VIDEO SERVICES
For information regarding video services and match 
footage (if available), contact Russ Hoeflich, assistant 
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Name  Cl./Elg.  Hometown Previous School 
Ferny Angeles Paz* So./So.  Lima, Peru Pervano Chino Juan XXIII
Gabriella De Santis* So./So.  Caracas, Venezuela Santiago de León de Caracas 
Nicole Flower** Sr./Jr. Upper Arlington, Ohio   Upper Arlington
Miho Kowase* So./So.  Tokyo, Japan Reitaku
Sandy Niehaus* So./So.  Cincinnati, Ohio Mount Notre Dame 
Grâinne O’Neill** Jr../Jr. Blessington, Ireland St. Mary’s College
Anna Sanford Fr./Fr. Westerville, Ohio Olentangy Orange
Olivia Sneed Fr./Fr. Prarie Village, Kansas Shawnee Mission East
*denotes letters won at Ohio State
COACHES
Head Coach - Melissa Schaub, Tennessee ‘06, third season
Assistant Coach - Adam Cohen, Minnesota ‘97, first season
Volunteer Assistant Coach - Sarah Taylor, North Carolina ‘09, first season
Director of Tennis Operations - Carrie Smith, Butler University, eighth season
Nicole Flower
RS Junior 

















 DATE  OPPONENT LOCATION 
Sept. 27- Oct. 3 .. at ITA All-American Championships .....Pacific Palisades, Calif.
Oct.   3-5 ............ at Baylor Invitational ..............................................Waco, Texas 
    16-20 ........ at ITA Midwest Regional Championship ..................Urbana, Ill.   
 31-Nov. 2 .. at Tennessee Fall Invite ....................................Knoxville, Tenn.
Jan.    29 ..........WEST VIRGINIA ........................ Columbus, Ohio
 29 ..........CLEVELAND STATE ................. Columbus, Ohio 
Feb.    1 ................ Arizona State .................................................... Tempe, Arizona
 7 ................ Stanford .................................................... South Bend, Indiana
 8 ................ at Notre Dame .......................................... South Bend, Indiana
 13 .............. at Tennessee ....................................................Knoxville, Tenn.
 14 .............. at Georgia Tech ...............................................Atlanta, Georgia
 20-22 ........ at Blue Gray Tournament ......................Montgomery, Alabama
March    1 ................ BAYLOR ..................................... Columbus, Ohio
 6 ............NORTHWESTERN ..................... Columbus, Ohio
 8 ................ at Illinois ....................................................................Urbana, Ill.
 14 ..........PENN STATE ............................. Columbus, Ohio
 20 .............. at Rutgers .................................... New Brunswick, New Jersey
 22 .............. at Maryland .......................................... College Park, Maryland
 22 .............. at UMBC ....................................................Baltimore, Maryland
 27 ..........PURDUE ..................................... Columbus, Ohio
 29 .......... INDIANA ..................................... Columbus, Ohio
April    4 ................ at Texas ................................................................Austin, Texas
 12 .............. at Nebraska .................................................. Lincoln, Nebraska
 17 ..........MICHIGAN .................................. Columbus, Ohio
 19 ..........MICHIGAN STATE ..................... Columbus, Ohio
 23-26 ........ at Big Ten Championships ..................................................TBA
May    TBA ........... at NCAA Championships ....................................................TBA
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Melissa Schaub is in her third season as the head coach of the Ohio State 
women’s tennis team after spending 2012-13 as the interim head coach. Schaub, 
a Lexington, Ohio, native who had a standout collegiate career at Tennessee, 
was on the coaching staff at Middle Tennessee State for five seasons, including 
one as head coach (2010-11), prior to joining the Ohio State staff as an assistant 
coach in 2011-12.
In the 2013-14 season, Schaub led the Buckeyes to a 19-9 record, one win shy 
of the program record (20), en route to a a third-place finish in the B1G and the 
squad’s first NCAA tournament appearance since 2010. At the helm as interim 
head coach, she guided the Buckeyes to 10 wins in dual matches, including Big 
Ten conference victories vs. Penn State, Minnesota and Iowa. The squad, which 
ranked as high as No. 41 in the ITA poll, notched four shutouts on the year and a 
pair of victories against top 50 opponents. 
 
Schaub played four years for the Tennessee Volunteers (2003-06), where she 
was ranked as high as No. 2 nationally in doubles and the squad reached the No. 
4 spot in the national polls during her career.
 
She was an All-American and second team All-SEC selection as a freshman, 
finishing the year ranked sixth nationally. Although struggling with injuries as 
a sophomore and junior, she posted 25 dual-match doubles wins. As a senior, 
Schaub played at Nos. 2 and 3 singles before moving into the No. 1 position in 
early April where she went 3-0 in the SEC tournament. She was ranked nationally 
in doubles as a senior with partner Vilmarie Castellvi and ended her career with 
70 doubles wins to rank in the Top 10 in program history.
 
Schaub was a member of the SEC Good Works Team and SEC Academic Honor 
Roll and was the recipient of the athletics department’s “No Guts, No Glory” 
award as a senior. She graduted with a degree in psychology in 2006.
 
Schaub was a two-sport athlete at Lexington High School, playing both tennis and 
basketball. She won the Ohio state singles title as a senior in 2001 when she led 
her squad to a third-place finish at the state tournament. She was a part of four 
conference and district championship squads during her career.
 
Schaub’s brother, Ty, played for the Ohio State men’s tennis team and served 
as a captain as a senior when the Buckeyes were the NCAA runner-up. He is 
currently the interim assistant coach at Iowa. Her sister, Courtney, was on the 







Adam Cohen joined the Ohio State women’s tennis team as an assistant coach 
in September 2014. Cohen led the Binghamton men’s tennis team to seven-
consecutive America East conference titles in eight years with the program prior 
to coming to Columbus.
In 2014, the five-time America East Coach of the Year guided his squad to a 
16-11 record with a 5-0 ledger vs. conference opponents and helped coach 
Binghamton’s sophomore standout to repeat accolades as America East Player 
of the Year. In 2012-13, Cohen was honored as the ITA Northeast Region Coach 
of the Year after leading the Bearcats to their ninth NCAA appearance in 11 
years. His players were successful in the classroom and the program had 34 ITA 
Scholar-Athletes in the last five years combined, including eight in 2014.
A standout for the Golden Gophers, Cohen played his final two collegiate 
seasons at Minnesota, leading the program to back-to-back Big Ten titles in 
1994 and 1995. He began his collegiate career at Southern Illinois - Edwards-
ville, where he helped the team finish seventh at the 1993 NCAA Division II 
Championship.
After serving as an assistant at University of Louisiana-Lafayette (1997-98), 
where he helped guide the squad to a Sun Belt Conference title and NCAA bid, 
Cohen joined the coaching staff at his alma mater, Minnesota, and the Golden 
Gophers made seven NCAA tournament appearances in eight years, including a 
trip to the Sweet 16 in 2000. Cohen, who also spent time as the director of ten-
nis at the North Oaks Tennis Program, joined the Binghamton men’s tennis team 
as head coach for the 2007-08 season.
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CARRIE SMITH





Carrie Smith enters her eighth year as the director of operations for the women’s 
tennis team and her third season in this role for both the men’s and women’s 
squads. Smith serves a multitude of roles for the team, from organizing travel 
arrangements to overseeing alumni, community service and fundraiser programs. 
She also facilitates summer tournaments and camps for Ohio State, including the 
Campus Showdown and summer ITA competitions. 
Tennis has been a lifelong passion for Smith, and she is currently a member of 
four adult teams at the Olympic Tennis Club and Racquet Club. She is also a 
USPTA certified teaching pro.
Smith is from South Bend, Ind., and graduated from Butler University. She has 
two sons, Nicholas and Andrew.
Former professional tennis player Sarah Taylor joined the Ohio State women’s 
tennis staff for the 2014-15 campaign. Taylor spent six years playing on the WTA 
Tour and was ranked as high as No. 68 in the world.
In her pro career, which spanned from 1999-2005, Taylor played in four U.S. 
Opens and the Australian Open three times, as well as appearances at Wimbledon 
and the French Open. She earned a silver medal at the 2003 Pan American 
Games and was the winner of seven USTA/ITF pro circuit singles events. She 
reached the semifinals of WTA tour events in Bali and Tokyo, defeating former 
No. 1 Aranxia Sanchez Vacario. In 2003, she advanced to the fourth round of the 
NASDAQ-100 Open, defeating two Top 20 players. Taylor was a member of the 
U.S. National Team from 2001-04.
Taylor began her coaching career as the volunteer coach at Harvard in August 
2004, spending a season with the Crimson. She was a tennis coach for two years 
at Hollow Rock Racquet Club in Durham N.C., before serving as a USTA Coach 
in Boca Raton, Florida. With the USTA, she coached, mentored and oversaw 
the development of top female prospects 18 and under and captained all 18 and 
under national team events, including the Junior Fed Cup.
Taylor earned her bachelor’s degree in psychology and philosophy from North 
Carolina in 2009 and has a master of science degree in experimental social 
psychology from Ohio University, where she is a doctoral candidate. She is an 
instructor and graduate assistant at OU in the experimental social psychology 
program.
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2014-15 (Sophomore season): Posted 4-1 doubles record playing 
with Miho Kowase and Grainne O’Neill and 5-4 singles ledger in fall campaign 
… advanced to singles round of 16 at ITA Midwest Regional with wins vs. 
Northwestern’s Jillian Rooney and teammate Gabriella De Santis … went 
3-0 in doubles alongside O’Neill at Baylor Invitational Oct. 3-5 … notched 2-0 
singles record and one doubles win at Tennessee Fall Invite … ranked No. 54 in 
preseason ITA doubles poll with Kowase… captured ITA Midwest Summer Circuit 
doubles title with Kowase at Indiana July 29.
2013-14 (Freshman Season): Teamed up with Kowase to end regular 
season with perfect 14-0 dual record and 7-0 B1G record… duo went 15-2 
in the spring, posting 12-2 record at No.3 doubles with one and two wins on 
courts one and two, respectively … ranked as high as No. 75 in ITA doubles 
poll with Kowase in spring season ... tabbed 15 wins in dual singles play with 
a 6-2 record in B1G outings … sealed the Buckeye upset vs. No.27 Tennessee 
at home at No.3 singles with 6-3, 7-5 victory vs. Guevremont Feb. 21 … win vs. 
Tennessee sparked seven-match singles win streak through March 21 … named 
ITA and Ohio State Scholar-Athlete ... totaled nine singles victories in fall slate … 
recorded a 6-1 ledger in doubles play with Noelle Malley … notched a 2-1 record 
in ITA Midwest Regional with wins against Wisconsin’s Anastasia Tripolskaya 
and IPFW’s Mayu Sato Oct. 10 … advanced to the singles quarterfinals of Jack 
Kramer Collegiate Invite with three victories in straight sets Nov. 7 … advanced 
to doubles final at Jack Kramer Collegiate Invite with three wins alongside Malley 
… recorded 3-0 ledger in doubles play at Tennessee Fall Invite Oct. 25-27 … 
captured debut singles match in straight sets vs. West Virginia’s Oana Maole Oct. 
5 at Akron Fall Invite.
Pervano Chino Juan XXIII: Ranked as high as No. 50 in the junior ITF 
standings ... doubles champion at Grade 2 ITF tournament in Argentina ... 
claimed first ITF tournament at age 14 ... a two-time doubles finalist in Grade 1 ITF 
contests in Brazil and Colombia ... reached the semifinals in singles competition 
in two Grade 2 ITF outings in Chile and Argentina.
Personal: Daughter of Mery and Walter ... majoring in economics ... hobbies 
include listening to music, hanging out with friends and going to the movies ... 
greatest sports thrill was traveling alone to first ITF tournament and capturing first 
ITF junior tournament title at 14.
2014-15 (Sophomore season): Ranked No. 26 in season-opening 
doubles ITA poll released Jan. 6 with Niehaus … advanced to round of 32 of 
main draw doubles with three straight wins at ITA All-Americans alongside 
Niehaus after moving on from qualifiers, becoming first Buckeye duo in main 
draw since 2001 … notched 18-match doubles win streak before falling in ITA 
All-Americans … represented the Buckeyes in qualifying singles at ITA All-
Americans, fell to No. 79 Yukako Noi of Florida State in straight sets … advanced 
to doubles quarterfinal action at ITA Midwest Regional with wins vs. Marquette 
and Wisconsin with Niehaus … went 2-0 in singles play at Tennessee Fall Invite 
with wins vs. Kentucky’s Stephanie Fox and ETSU’s Lyn Yee Choo … ranked No. 
69 in preseason ITA singles poll (Sept.8) and ranked No. 32 in preseason ITA 
doubles poll with Niehaus … captured ITA Midwest Summer Circuit doubles title 
with Niehaus at Purdue July 7.
2013-14 (Freshman Season): First Buckeye all-time to be named ITA 
Midwest Rookie Player of the Year and was first Buckeye since Kristy Dascoli 
in 1998 to earn B1G Freshman of the Year honors … unanimous First Team All-
Big Ten selection and earned B1G Athlete of the Week honors April 1 … ranked 
as high as No. 78 in ITA singles poll … led the squad with a team-high nine 
wins vs. B1G opponents with a 21-12 record and 13 wins at No.1 singles … 
notched team-high 27 doubles wins, ending season on 14-match win streak with 
Niehaus … teamed with Niehaus for a 19-2 record with a perfect 7-0 ledger in 
B1G contests … collected four wins vs. ranked players … defeated No. 51-ranked 
Blevins/Popova of South Carolina in NCAA tournament doubles match, 8-7 (9-
7) … named Ohio State Scholar-Athlete ... notched seven singles wins in fall 
campaign, including a straight-set victory against No. 45 Joelle Kissell of North 
Carolina State Oct. 27 … advanced to singles main draw round of 32 in ITA 
Midwest Regional with win against Nelle Youel of Northern Illinois University … 
advanced to main draw doubles round of 32 with Sandy Niehaus at ITA Midwest 
Regional with 8-4 win vs. Illinois Oct. 11 … reached doubles semifinals of Jack 
Kramer Collegiate Invite alongside Miho Kowase with 8-7 quarterfinal victory over 
UCLA in quarterfinals Nov. 8 … claimed first collegiate victory Oct. 4 vs. Ryann 
Young of Cornell University at Akron Fall Invite.
Santiago de León de Caracas: Ranked No. 161 in the world and 
No. 2 in Venezuela ... competed in the 2013 Fed Cup in Medellin, Colombia, 
and represented her country at the Junior Fed Cup five times ... played in ITF 
tournaments in four different countries, including the Casablanca (Mexico) and 
Copa del Café (Costa Rica).
Personal: Daughter of Alejandro De Santis ... has one sibling, Alessandro ... 
majoring in marketing and plans to attend grad school ... enjoys going to the 
beach, hanging out with friends and going to the movies ... greatest sports thrill 
was representing Venezuela nine times in international tournaments and playing 




Pervano Chino Juan XXIII
GABRIELLA DE SANTIS 
Sophomore 
Caracas, Venezuela 
Santiago de León de Caracas
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Ohio State Career: Three-time Ohio State Scholar-Athlete ... two-time Academic All-Big Ten 
honoree ... honored as Big Ten Distinguished Schlar and ITA Scholar-Athlete in 2014.
2014-15 (Redshirt Junior Season): Saw fall action at Tennessee Fall Invite, recording single 
and doubles wins … paired with Olivia Sneed to defeat Tennessee’s Brittany Lindl and Tiffany Tavares 
Nov. 2 at Tennessee Fall Invite … topped Tennessee’s Ashlee Boles Nov. 1 in singles.
2013-14 (Redshirt Sophomore Season): Collected 19 singles victories with five wins vs. B1G 
opponents … notched B1G Tournament win vs. Minnesota’s Maja Vujic April 25 in straight sets at No. 5 
singles to advance the Buckeyes … prevailed in super tiebreaker thriller vs. Minnesota’s Aria Lambert 
April 4 to defend Ohio State’s perfect home record in 2014 … posted 6-1 ledger in doubles matches with 
3-0 dual record paired with Becker, O’Neill and Niehaus … defeated No. 18 Baylor’s Alex Leatu in a super 
tiebreaker, 3-6, 6-4, 1-0 (10-5) on court six to kick off spring season … honored as Big Ten Distinguished 
Scholar, ITA Scholar-Athlete and Ohio State Scholar-Athlete ... posted 2-0 record at Akron Fall Invite Oct. 
4-5 with straight set victories vs. Cornell’s Sara Perelman and West Virginia’s Kyja Kurtnick … tallied 
a 3-6, 6-2, 1-0 (9) victory vs. Mariya Toncheva of Eastern Michigan Oct. 11 in consolation play at ITA 
Midwest Regional … reached round of 32 in doubles competition of ITA Midwest Regional Oct. 11 with 
Noelle Malley after defeating Toledo, 8-3 … notched a 2-0 record in doubles play with Malley at Akron 
Fall Invite Oct. 4-5 with wins against Akron and Cornell.
2012-13 (Redshirt Freshman Season): Notched 14-14 singles record and 6-7 doubles ledger 
in season ... earned 6-7 record on court six and 1-0 record at No. 5 position ... earned three victories 
over Big Ten opponents in straight sets against Iowa, Minnesota and Illinois ... saw doubles action paired 
with Kelsey Becker, Fidan Manashirova and Kara Cecil, going 1-2 ... defeated Eastern Kentucky’s 
Melissa Gerritsen/Saioa Oscoz, 8-3 with Manashirova to complete Buckeye sweep of doubles matches 
... notched her first collegiate victory in singles against BGSU’s Katie Brozovich at Muirfield Collegiate 
Tennis Invitational Sept. 14... wrapped up fall campaign with even 7-7 singles record ... won two singles 
matches to qualify for a spot in the USTA/ITA Midwest Regional main draw ... teamed up with three 
different doubles partners throughout the fall, seeing action with Kelsey Becker, Kelsey Dieters and 
Gabby Steele amassing an even 5-5 record ... posted single victories at Lady Vols Classic and ASU 
Thunderbird with wins over NC State and BYU Oct. 28 and Nov.8 ... Ohio State Scholar-Athlete and 
Academic All-Big Ten honoree.
2011-12 (Redshirt season): Did not face varsity competition while rehabbing from a shoulder 
injury ... earned Ohio State Scholar-Athlete accolades.
Upper Arlington High School: Finished high school career with a 125-11 singles record … 
helped guide Upper Arlington to team state championships as a sophomore and again as a senior … won 
Ohio Division I State Championship in singles in 2010 and finished runner-up in 2011 … notched a 69-1 
singles record last two years of high school … finished as runner-up in doubles at state championships 
as a junior … two-time National High School Tennis All-American … three-year team captain and four-
time team MVP … three-time first team All-Ohio … lists greatest sports thrill as winning state title junior 
year … won 2008 Girls’ 16 National Open in singles in Ann Arbor, Mich. … took first at Girls’ 18 USTA 
Regional in doubles in Columbus, Ohio, in 2011 … recipient of 2010 Ruth Johnson Sportsmanship Award 
… a five-star recruit according to tennisrecruiting.net … ranked No. 1 in Ohio, No. 15 in Great Lakes 
region and No. 106 nationally. 
Personal: Daughter of Jim and Joan Flower … has two older sisters, Kirsten and Shannon … father 
Jim (1976-79) and sister Kirsten (2008-09) played tennis for Ohio State … Jim and Kirsten were the first 
father/daughter duo to earn All-Big Ten honors in tennis … sister Shannon is a goalkeeper on the Indiana 
University women’s soccer team … wishes to coach collegiate tennis, play professionally or join her 
father’s business as an investment manager after graduation … enjoys snowboarding, playing soccer 
and basketball, boating, watching movies and listening to music.
NICOLE FLOWER 
Redshirt Junior 
Upper Arlington, Ohio 
Upper Arlington High School
2014-15 (Sophomore season): Advanced to quarterfinals of main draw 
singles at ITA Midwest Regional Oct. 19 with back-to-back wins vs. Wisconsin’s 
Lauren Burich and DePaul’s Patricia Fargas … went 3-0 in doubles play at 
Tennessee Fall Invite with three different partners: Angeles Paz, O’Neill and 
Sanford … ranked No. 120 in preseason ITA singles poll (Sept.8) and ranked 
No. 54 in preseason ITA doubles poll with Angeles Paz … captured ITA Midwest 
Summer Circuit doubles title with Angeles Paz at Indiana July 29.
2013-14 (Freshman season): Honored as First Team All-Big Ten selection 
… tallied 25 singles wins with a 16-4 record on court two to tie for fifth in program-
history in freshman wins … enjoyed nine-match singles win streak from March 
30 through April 26 … teamed up with Angeles Paz to end regular season with 
perfect 14-0 dual record and 7-0 B1G record… duo went 15-2 in the spring, 
posting 12-2 record at No. 3 doubles with one and two wins on courts one and 
two, respectively … ranked as high as No. 75 in ITA doubles poll with Kowase 
for latter part of spring season … named ITA and Ohio State Scholar-Athlete ... 
totaled eight doubles and six singles wins in fall slate … reached round of 16 
at ITA Midwest Regional in doubles competition with Grainne O’Neill with 8-6 
victory over Eastern Michigan University Oct. 11 … tallied 3-0 singles record at 
Tennessee Fall Invite Oct. 25-27 vs. Kentucky, Tennessee and North Carolina 
State … notched 2-1 doubles record at Akron Fall Invite and Tennessee Fall Invite 
with Gabriella De Santis … defeated Mikayla Morkel-Brink of San Diego State, 
6-1, 6-1, at Jack Kramer Collegiate Invite Nov. 7 … captured first career singles 
victory vs. West Virginia’s Ikttesh Chahal Oct. 5 at Akron Fall Invite.
Reitaku High School: Member of Japanese National Team from 2009-12 
... reached doubles quarterfinals of the 2011 Wimbledon Juniors ... captured third 
at 2009 World Junior Tennis on Japanese National Team ... claimed 2010 Junior 
Fed Cup title (Asia/Oceania) with Japanese National Team ... ended the 2011 
season ranked No. 48 and earned a career-high world ranking of No. 14 in 2010.
Personal: Daughter of Hiroyuki and Kaori Kowase ... older sister, Maho, 
competed on the women’s tennis team at Georgia ... majoring in communications 
... favorite hobbies include reading Japanese books, hanging with friends and 
watching movies ... greatest sports thrill was capturing third at the U-14 World 
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2014-15 (Sophomore season): Ranked No. 26 in season-opening 
doubles poll released Jan. 6 with Gabriella De Santis … posted 7-4 doubles and 
2-3 singles record in fall campaign … advanced to round of 32 of main draw 
doubles with three straight wins at ITA All-Americans alongside De Santis after 
moving on from qualifiers, becoming first Buckeye duo in main draw since 2001 
… notched 18-match doubles win streak before falling in ITA All-Americans … 
advanced to doubles quarterfinal action at ITA Midwest Regional with wins vs. 
Marquette and Wisconsin … advanced to round of 16 in main draw singles of 
ITA Midwest Regional Oct. 18 with win vs. Notre Dame’s Mary Closs … ranked 
No. 120 in first preseason ITA singles poll and ranked No. 32 in preseason ITA 
doubles poll with De Santis released Sept. 8 … captured ITA Midwest Summer 
Circuit doubles title with De Santis at Purdue July 7.
2013-14 (Freshman season): Led the Buckeyes with 32 overall wins and 
nine B1G singles wins, ranking second all-time for a Buckeye freshman and tied 
for second for a single season overall … did not drop a singles match from Jan. 
18 through March 28, posting team-high 14-consecutive wins during the streak 
… closed out season with eight straight singles victories … teamed with De 
Santis for a 19-2 record with a perfect 7-0 ledger in B1G contests … defeated 
South Carolina’s No. 51-ranked Blevins/Popova at No. 2 doubles and Folland 
at No. 3 singles in NCAA tournament appearance … honored as second-team 
All-Big Ten selection .. led the squad with 10 singles wins in fall slate … claimed 
eight doubles victories in fall campaign … captured first career singles victory 
in debut match in straight sets Oct. 4 vs. Cornell’s Lauren Frazier at Akron Fall 
Invite … qualified for spot in main draw singles of ITA Midwest Regional Oct. 
11 with 6-0, 6-2 victory over Northwestern’s Maddie Lipp in qualifiers… tallied 
a 3-0 singles record at Tennessee Fall Invite Oct. 25-27 with wins vs. North 




Mount Notre Dame 
2014-15 (Junior season): Posted 6-2 doubles and 5-5 singles record in fall 
campaign … advanced to doubles quarterfinals of Midwest Regional Oct. 18 with 
Sanford with wins vs. Marquette and DePaul … earned spot in singles main draw 
of ITA Midwest Regional Oct. 17 after three straight wins in qualifying action … 
went 3-0 in doubles alongside Angeles Paz at Baylor Invitational Oct. 3-5 … went 
2-0 in singles at Tennessee Fall Invite with wins vs. Kentucky’s Kate Lanier and 
ETSU’s Jayde Viccars.
2013-14 (Sophomore season): Part of highest-ranked Buckeye duo of 
the spring with Malley peaking at No. 62 in the ITA polls at the end of the season 
… defeated Michigan’s 18th-ranked duo of Brooke Bolender and Emina Bektas, 
8-5, on the road with Malley … earned team-best eighth wins at No.1 doubles with 
Malley … tabbed career-high 21 singles wins on the season … collected team-
high eight singles wins on court six … defeated six B1G opponents in singles 
matchups … won 12 of 14 singles matches between March 5 and April 11 ... 
notched eight doubles and seven singles victories in fall campaign … claimed a 
3-0 record in doubles matches at Tennessee Fall Invite with Sandy Niehaus Oct. 
25-27 … reached round of 16 at ITA Midwest Regional in doubles competition 
with Miho Kowase with 8-6 victory over Eastern Michigan University Oct. 11 … 
qualified for a spot in main draw singles of ITA Midwest Regional with straight set 
singles victories Oct. 10-11 vs. Michigan State and Bowling Green … tallied a 6-3, 
6-4 win vs. Tennessee’s Victoria Olivarez Oct. 26 at Tennessee Fall Invite.
2012-13 (Freshman season): Posted 15 doubles and 12 singles victories 
... collected a team-high six wins in conference doubles competition and earned a 
team-best 14 wins in dual doubles matches ... tallied three-straight doubles wins 
in Big Ten play alongside Kelsey Becker vs. Minnesota, Illinois and Northwestern 
... defeated Northwestern’s Kate Turvy/Belinda Niu, 8-6, at home with Becker ... 
earned 2-0 mark on court five and 9-12 mark on court six in singles matches ... 
claimed singles and doubles victories in Big Ten Tournament vs. Iowa April 25 in 
Bloomington, Ind. ... closed out season winning four of last six doubles matches ... 
Claimed first collegiate victory against Tennessee’s Kayla McMurry in three sets, 
6-3, 2-6, 6-3 at Lady Vols Classic Oct. 27 ... made collegiate debut in consolation 
matches at USTA/ITA Midwest Regional ... paired with Noelle Malley, duo de-
feated Lauren Hankle and Annina Brendel of YSU at USTA/ITA Midwest Regional, 
8-2 ... posted 1-2 singles record and 1-1 doubles record in fall campaign.
St. Mary’s College: 2011 Senior National Indoor Doubles Champion of Ire-
land ... won U-18 national championships in singles, doubles, and mixed doubles 
in 2010 ... ranked No. 5 in Ireland and peaked at No. 735 in the International 
Tennis Federation U-18 poll in 2012 ... represented Ireland twice in the Four Na-
tions Championships and once at the European U-18 Junior Championships ... 
member of Federation Cup training squad and Ireland’s National Tennis Academy 
... won Co. Dublin and Co. Kildare championships  ... four-time Naas LTC singles 
and doubles senior champion ... two-time recipient of the Outstanding Achieve-
ment in Sport Award at St. Mary’s College member of St. Mary’s College volleyball 
team which won national championships her junior and senior years .
Personal: Daughter of Monica and Colm O’Neill ... middle child with a brother, 
Finnian and a sister, Eimear ... hopes to attend grad school ... favorite hobbies in-
clude shopping, hanging out with friends, travelling and reading ... greatest sports 
thrill was winning the U-18 National Singles Championship with the support of 
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2014-15 (Freshman season): Ranked No. 86 in first spring ITA poll 
released Jan. 6 … led the Buckeyes with eight singles win in fall campaign … 
posted 6-2 record in doubles paired with Sneed, O’Neill and Kowase … advanced 
to doubles quarterfinals of Midwest Regional Oct. 18 with O’Neill with wins vs. 
Marquette and DePaul … went 5-0 in singles play at Baylor Invitational with wins 
vs. SMU, Baylor, ULM and TCU … posted undefeated 3-0 record at Tennessee 
Fall Invite Oct. 31 – Nov. 2 with wins vs. East Tennessee State, Tennessee and 
Kentucky … fell to Dominika Lackova in three sets at Midwest Regional Oct. 
18 … won first collegiate match in debut vs. SMU’s Maxine Schmidt at Baylor 
Invitational. 
Prior to Ohio State: Earned 2013 USTA National Scholar-Athlete Award ... 
was ranked No. 1 in singles in the Midwest and No. 24 nationally and is slotted 
NO. 6 by tennisrecruiting.net among incoming freshmen ... won 2013 Division I 
state doubles championship as a senior ... state singles quarterfinalist as both a 
freshman and sophomore ... first team all-state selection in 2011 and ‘13 ... won 
2014 U18 National Selection Tournament doubles title ... member of Marian Wood 
Baird Cup championship teams in 2012 and `13 ... played on Midwest squad that 
was a finalist at the USTA National Team Championships in July 2013 ... Sanford 






2014-15 (Freshman season): Ranked No. 71 in first spring ITA poll 
released Jan. 6 … went undefeated in fall singles action, 7-0, competing in 
two tournaments … notched 4-0 reord in singles at Baylor Invitational Oct. 3-5 
with wins vs. TCU, SMU and Baylor … posted 2-1 ledger in doubles at Baylor 
Invitational with Sanford, posting wins vs. South Alabama and SMU… tallied 
singles wins vs. ETSU, Tennessee and Kentucky in straight sets at Tennessee 
Fall Invite … undefeated in doubles play vs. host Tennessee with Sanford and 
Flower … …won first collegiate match in debut vs. TCU’s Alexis Pereira Oct. 3 in 
straight sets at Baylor Invitational.
Prior to Ohio State: Kansas state singles champion in 2013 ... Shawnee 
Mission East won 6A team state championship ... has been ranked No. 1 in 
the Missouri Valley region and slotted No. 17 among incoming freshmen by 
tennisrecruiting.net ... finished first in singles and second in doubles at a USTA 
National Segment tournament in 2013 and was second in doubles at the National 
Open in Waco, Texas, finishing third in doubles in a clay court tournament ... 
received Fed Cup sportsmanship award ... first in both singles and doubles at the 
2012 national open in Midland ... claimed doubles title in segment tournaments 
in Illinois, Las Vegas and St. Louis, finishing second in singles in both Las Vegas 
and St. Louis and in doubles at the Easter Bowl ... won singles and doubles in 
both the Oklahoma City and Las Vegas segment tournaments in 2011.
Personal: Daughter of Jeff and Neana ... father played football at Kansas ... 
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Cal State-Long Beach ..........................1-0
Cal State-Northridge .............................0-1
California Univ. (Pa.) .............................1-0
Capital ..................................................1-0













Eastern Kentucky ............................... 11-0
























Long Beach State .................................1-0










Michigan State  ...............................31-14
Minnesota  ........................................20-24

























Penn State  ......................................28-17
Pittsburgh .............................................1-0
Princeton ..............................................1-6













S.W. Missouri State ..............................2-0
St. Cloud State .....................................2-0









Texas A & M ..........................................0-1









Virginia Tech  ........................................4-3















Bold denotes 2014-15 opponent
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KRISTY DASCOLI 1998-2001
• All-American in singles (2001) and doubles (2001)
• Two-time Big Ten Player of the Year (2000, 01)
• Four-time singles qualifier for the NCAA Championships
• Four-time All-Big Ten
• Big Ten Player of the Month (April ‘99, April ‘00, March ‘01)
• First in all-time singles wins with 104
• Fourth in all-time doubles wins with 93
• ITA Regional Player to Watch (1998)
•  Elected to the Ohio State Athletics Hall of Fame in 2007
MONICA RINCON 1999-2002  
• All-American in doubles (2001)
• Singles qualifier for the NCAA Championships (2002)
• All-Big Ten (2000, 01, 02)
• Big Ten Player of the Month (March 2002)
• Second in all-time singles wins with 101
• ITA Regional Player to Watch (2000)
• Three-time Academic All-Big Ten (2000-02)
• ITA Arthur Ashe, Jr., Leadership and Sportsmanship Award (2002)
• ITA Midwest Region Senior Award (2002)
• Elected to Ohio State Athletics Hall of Fame in 2013
A L L - A M E R I C A N S
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DOUBLES
2001 - Kristy Dascoli & Monica Rincon
Stone Mountain, Ga. (at Georgia State)
1st Round
 No. 26 Clair Carter & Llona Kordonskaya (Washington) 
 W, 6-3, 6-4 
2nd Round
 No. 7 Michelle Dasso & Becky Varnum (Notre Dame) 
 W, 6-0, 6-4
Quarterfinals
 No. 1 Lauren Barnikow & Lauren Kalvaria (Stanford)
 L, 6-2, 6-4
2000 - Kristy Dascoli & Monica Rincon
Malibu, Calif. (at Pepperdine)
1st Round
 No. 8 Lucie Dvorakova & Laura Zoldakova (TCU) 
 W, 6-3, 6,2
2nd Round
 No. 13 Laura Granville & Keiko Tokuda (Stanford) 
 L, 6-2, 6-3
1999 - Kristy Dascoli & Briana Harris
Gainesville, Fla. (at Florida)
1st Round
 No. 3 Vanessa Webb & Karen Goldstein (Duke) 
 L, 1-6, 6-4,7-6 (3)
1992 - Kelly Story & Abigail Villena
Palo Alto, Calif. (at Stanford)
1st Round
 Jennifer Lane & Pam Piorkowski (Boston College) 
 L, 6-3, 6-4
TEAM
2014 Durham, N.C. (at Duke)
1st Round ................South Carolina .................L, 1-4
2010 Ann Arbor, Mich. (at Michigan)
1st Round ................DePaul ........................... W, 4-1
2nd Round ...............Michigan ..........................L, 0-4
2009 Evanston, Ill. (at Northwestern)
1st Round.................... ..........Kentucky ............................ L, 0-4
2008 Gainesville, Fla. (at Florida)
1st Round ................Auburn .............................L, 3-4
2004  Cambridge, Mass. (at Harvard)
1st Round  ...............Harvard .......................... W, 4-2
2nd Round ...............Kentucky ..........................L, 0-4
2003  Knoxville, Tenn. (at Tennessee)
1st Round ................Virginia ............................L, 0-4
2002  Knoxville, Tenn. (at Tennessee)
1st Round ................Alabama ..........................L, 0-4
2001  Athens, Ga. (at Georgia) 
1st Round ................Mississippi State ..............L, 3-4
2000  Athens, Ga. (at Georgia) 
1st Round ................Miami (Fla.) ................... W, 5-3
2nd Round ...............Georgia ............................L, 0-5
1999  Malibu, Calif. (at Pepperdine)
1st Round  ...............Louisiana State ................L, 2-5
1996  Champaign, Ill. (at Illinois)
1st Round  ...............Minnesota ........................L, 0-6
SINGLES
2002 - Monica Rincon 
Stanford, Calif. (at Stanford)
1st Round
 No. 7 Jewel Peterson (USC) ............... L, 6-2, 6-4
2001 - Kristy Dascoli 
Stone Mountain, Ga. (at Georgia State)
1st Round
 No. 24 Alison Ojeda (Tenn.) ........ W, 1-6, 6-3, 6-0
2nd Round
 No. 22 Anna Monhartova (Tulane) ..... W, 6-2, 7-6
3rd Round
 No. 15 Julie Ditty (Vanderbilt) ...... W, 6-3, 4-6, 6-3
Quarterfinals
 No. 3 Michelle Dasso (Notre Dame) 
 L, 6-3, 3-6, 7-5
2000 - Kristy Dascoli
Malibu, Calif. (at Pepperdine)
1st Round
 Teryn Ashley (Stanford) ....................... L, 6-4, 6-2
1999 - Kristy Dascoli
Gainesville, Fla. (at Florida)
1st Round
 Aarthi Vankatesan (Georgia) ............... L, 6-3, 6-0
1998 - Kristy Dascoli
South Bend, Ind. (at Notre Dame)
1st Round
 Ivy Wang (Harvard) ............................ W, 6-1, 6-3
2nd Round
 Julie Scott (Stanford) ........................... L, 6-0, 6-2
N C A A  C H A M P I O N S H I P S 
H I S TO RY
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L E T T E R  W I N N E R S
A
Adams, Lindsey ...............................2002, 03, 04,05
Angeles Paz, Ferny.......................... 2014
B
Barnheiser, Lori ..........................................1977, 78
Beaudoin, Ann ......................................1979, 80, 81
Becker, Kelsey ................. 2011, 12, 13, 14
Blackmore, Julie .............................2006, 07, 08, 09
Bowen, Taryn ..............................................2000, 01
Brown, Catherine ............................1982, 83, 84, 85
Bryan, Lindsay  ...............................2002, 03, 04, 05
Busch, Michelle ..............................1992, 93, 94, 95
C
Castro, Claudia ...............................1999, 00, 01, 02
Cecil, Kara ........................................ 2010, 11,12,13
Chase, Melissa ...........................................1984, 85
Cheuvront, Michele .....................................1986, 87
Coleman, Kathleen .....................................1982, 83
Colglazier, Kristine ..........................1983, 84, 85, 86
Colville, Meaghan  .................................2002,03, 04
Corey, Lesley ....................................................1987
Corthell, Beth ....................................................1977
Custenborder, Kelli ...............................1980, 81, 82
D
Daniel, Stephanie .......................................1991, 92
Dascoli, Kristy .................................1998, 99, 00, 01
DeCamilla, Emily  ..................................2003, 04,05
DeCosmo, Michele .........................1986, 87, 88, 89
De Santis, Gabriella ......................... 2014
DiCarlo, Debbie ................................................1980
DiPastina, Angela ...........................2006, 07, 08, 09
Dieters, Kelsey .......................................... 2012, 13
Dittmer, Tiffany ...................................... 2011, 12, 13
Dudgeon, Cortney ............................................1994
E
Epstein, Mindee ....................................1979, 80, 81
Escobedo, Paloma ......................... 2008, 09, 10, 11
F
Finucane, Ciara ..........................................2006, 07
Fisk, Erica  ......................................2001, 02, 03, 04
Flower, Kirsten ............................................2009, 10
Flower, Nicole ........................ 2013, 2014
G
Greene, Stephanie .........................1989, 90, 91, 92
Grimes, Leann ......................................1976, 77, 78
H
Harris, Briana ..............................................1998, 99
Haviland, Kelsey ............................. 2009, 10, 11, 12
Hepp, Mary Ann ................................................1963
Horton, Debbie ...............................1988, 89, 90, 91
Howard, Emily ......................................2004, 05, 06




Jones, Kathleen ..........................................1977, 78
Jordan, Kristen .................................................1997
K
Kanepi, Kadri ..................................1996, 97, 98, 99
Keesey, Christina ............................2007, 08, 09, 10
Kertis, Myerly ........................................1992, 93, 95
Kinning, Sara ..............................................2006, 07
Kinsey, Allison .................................1990, 91, 92, 93
Koplas, Monica ...............................1996, 97, 98, 99
Koran, Nancy ..................................1981, 82, 83, 84
Kowase, Miho ................................... 2014
L
Lance, Dawn ...............................................1980, 81
Leskovar, Jackie  ........................................2003, 04
Lohrer, Yvonne ...............................1985, 86, 87, 88
Long, Kathy ......................................................1976
Lucia, Chris .................................................1994, 95
M
Magid, Linda .........................................1993, 94, 95
Malley, Noelle .................................. 2011, 12, 13,14
Maloney, Laura .....................................1999, 00, 01
Manashirova, Fidan ........................ 2010, 11, 12, 13
Martin, Katherine ........................................2000, 01
Martin, Vickie ....................................................1988
Marzluff, Amy ..................................1989, 90, 91, 92
Matko, Michelle .....................................1999, 00, 02
McCormick, Mary Kay ......................................1977
McCualsky, Dara ............................1978, 79, 80, 81
McFarlan, Lisa ..................................................1988
Messmer, Kristin .............................2004, 05, 06, 07
Miles, Kim .........................................................1985
Mitchell, Lucy ....................................................1985
Mitchell, Susan ...............................1987, 88, 89, 90
Mueller, Ally ......................................................2007
N
Nahuz, Carolina ..............................1995, 96, 97, 98
Nelson, Mary Ann .............................................1979
Niehaus, Sandy ................................ 2014
O
Ohlsson, Sheila ................................................1984
O’Keefe, Caitlin ...............................2005, 06, 07, 08
O’Neill, Grâinne ............................... 2013
Olazagasti, Maria ..................................1977, 78, 79
P
Pervez, Sadhaf ...............................2000, 01, 02, 03
Peterson, Kristin .............................1984, 85, 86, 87
Prajescu, Silvia .................................................2005
R
Ridgeway, Marie Anne ......................................1988
Rincon, Monica ...............................1999, 00, 01, 02
Robson, Laura  .....................................1981, 82, 84
Rollins, Barbara ..............................1966, 67, 68, 69
Rosenberg, Elaine ............................................1976
Ruzimovsky, Sonia ...............................2005, 06, 07
S
Saunby, Linda .................................1981, 82, 83, 84
Saunders, Jodi ............................................1986, 87
Schubert, Laura ..............................1976, 77, 78, 79
Shaffer Keller, Barbara .............1947, 48, 49, 50, 51
Shah, Nidhi ...........................................2005, 06, 07
Shewalter, Ellen ................................................1976
Singer, Kerry ...................................1994, 95, 96, 97
Sommer, Ilene ............................................1977, 78
Splawnyk, Chrissy ..........................1994, 95, 96, 97
Steele, Gabby ................................... 2010, 11,12,13
Stewart, Wendy ....................................1976, 77, 79
Story, Kelly ......................................1989, 90, 91, 92
Sutherland, Sherrie .....................................1978, 79
T
Thillman, Christine ............................................1984
Turdo, Christie ......................................1981, 82, 83
V
Villena, Abigail ................................1990, 91, 92, 93
Vincent, Meredith .........................................2004,05
Volberg, Anna ..............................................2004,05




Walton, Susie .................................1977, 78, 79, 80




Williams, Lindsay  ...........................2001, 02, 03, 04
Wilson, Ann .................................................1976, 77
Wojta, Missy ...............................................1985, 86
Wright, Martha Jean ....................................1959-62
Y




Zimpfer, Meredith ........................................1997, 98
Bold indicates 2014-15 returnees
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BIG TEN HONORS
Big Ten Player of the Year
Kristy Dascoli ...............................................2000, 01
Big Ten Freshman of the Year
Kristy Dascoli .....................................................1998
Gabriella De Santis ...........................2014
Big Ten Coach of the Year
Chuck Merzbacher ............................................1999
All-Big Ten First Team Singles 
Kristy Dascoli ...................................1998, 99, 00, 01
Gabriella De Santis ...........................2014
Kirsten Flower  .............................................2009, 10
Kristen Jordan ...................................................1997
Miho Kowase .....................................2014
Sadhaf Pervez  ..................................................2003
Monica Rincon .......................................2000, 01, 02
Abigail Villena ....................................................1992
All-Big Ten Second Team Singles
Kristi Turdo ........................................................1983
Kelsey Haviland ................................................. 2011
Sandy Niehaus ..................................2014
All-Big Ten Second Team Doubles
Kelly Story/Dana Zanville ..................................1989
Yvonne Lohrer/Jodi Saunders ...........................1987
Kris Colglazier/Kristi Turdo ................................1983




Big Ten Player of the Month
Kristy Dascoli ......April 1999, April 2000, March 2001
Monica Rincon ........................................March 2002
Big Ten Player of the Week
Jackie Leskovar ...................................April 17, 2003
Lindsay Williams ..................................Feb. 26, 2004
Christina Keesey ..............................March 21, 2007
Julie Blackmore ..................................March 4, 2008
Cami Hubbs ......................................March 26, 2008
Kirsten Flower ...............March 3, 2009, Feb. 9, 2010
Noelle Malley ..........................................Oct. 8, 2011
Gabriella De Santis ..............April 1, 2014
Big Ten Championships 
1974, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79
Note: The Big Ten officially began sponsoring 
championships for women with the 1981-82 season.
ITA AWARDS
All-Academic Team Award
2004-05, 2006-07, 2007-08, 2008-09, 2011-12, 
2012-13, 2013-14 
ITA Scholar Athletes
Ferny Angeles Paz ............................2014
Kelsey Becker ..............................................2013, 14
Julie Blackmore .....................................2007, 08, 09
Kara Cecil ................................................2010, 2012
Angela DiPastina ...............................................2008
Tiffany Dittmer ......................................... 2011, 2013
Kirsten Flower  ...................................................2010
Nicole Flower ....................................2014
Kelsey Haviland .................................................2012
Christina Keesey ...................................2008, 09, 10
Sara Kinning ................................................2006, 07
Miho Kowase .....................................2014
Kristin Messmer ...........................................2005, 07
Noelle Malley .....................................................2014
Caitlin O’Keefe .................................2005, 06, 07, 08
Silvia Prajescu ...................................................2005
Sonia Ruzimovsky .............................................2007
Julie Voss ..............................................2006, 07, 08
ITA Midwest Rookie of the Year
Gabriella De Santis ...........................2014
Midwest Region Player to Watch
Monica Rincon ...................................................2000
Kristy Dascoli .....................................................1998
Arthur Ashe, Jr., Leadership & 
Sportsmanship Award 
Monica Rincon ...................................................2002
Midwest Region Senior Award
Monica Rincon ...................................................2002
Sadhaf Pervez ...................................................2003
Midwest Region Assistant  
Coach of the Year
Frank Polito ............................... 2002
AIAW CHAMPIONSHIPS
AIAW Singles Champions
Maria Olazagasti ..........................................1977, 78
AIAW Doubles Champions
Kovaleski/Barb Wetters ...............................1972, 73
Ann Wilson/Barb Wetters ............................1974, 75
Sherrie Sutherland/Leann Grimes .....................1978




Fidan Manashirova/Gabby Steele .....................2012
Cami Hubbs/Fidan Manashirova ....................... 2011
Paloma Escobedo .............................................2010













































Buckeye Power Club Award
Fidan Manashirova ............................................2013
Kara Cecil, Kelsey Haviland ..............................2012










Big Ten Distinguished Scholars
Nicole Flower ....................................2014
Kara Cecil ....................................................2012, 13
Kirsten Flower  ...................................................2010
Christina Keesey  ..............................................2010
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Academic All-Big Ten
Lindsay Adams  ...........................................2003, 04
Kelsey Becker .........................................2012,13, 14
Michelle Busch .......................................1993, 94,95
Julie Blackmore .....................................2007, 08, 09
Claudia Castro .......................................2000, 01, 02
Kara Cecil .............................................. 2011, 12, 13
Meaghan Colville ...............................................2004
Emily DeCamilla  ...................................2003, 04, 05
Angela DiPastina ...................................2007, 08, 09
Tiffany Dittmer .............................................2012, 13
Erica Fisk  ..............................................2002, 03, 04
Nicole Flower ..............................2013, 14
Kirsten Flower ....................................................2010
Kelsey Haviland ..................................... 2010, 11, 12
Debbie Horton ...................................................1991
Emily Howard ........................................2004, 05, 06
Cami Hubbs ................................................. 2010, 11
Julie Johnson ...............................................1993, 94
Kadri Kanepi ..........................................1997, 98, 99
Christina Keesey ...................................2008, 09, 10
Myerly Kertis ..........................................1993, 94, 95
Sara Kinning ................................................2006, 07
Allison Kinsey ........................................1991, 92, 93
Monica Koplas .......................................1997, 98, 99
Jackie Leskovar  ................................................2003
Yvonne Lohrer .............................................1987, 88
Christie Lucia .....................................................1995
Laura Maloney .............................................2000, 01
Noelle Malley ..........................................2012,13, 14
Fidan Manashirova ............................................2013
Katherine Martin ................................................2001
Amy Marzluff ..........................................1990, 91, 92
Michelle Matko .............................................2000, 02
Kristin Messmer ...........................................2005, 06
Carolina Nahuz ............................................1997, 98
Caitlin O’Keefe .......................................2006, 07, 08
Monica Rincon .......................................2000, 01, 02
Sonia Ruzimovsky .................................2005, 06, 07
Nidhi Shah .........................................................2006
Gabby Steele ......................................... 2011, 12, 13
Katerina Taiganides ...........................................1986
Abigail Villena ........................................1991, 92, 93
Meredith Vincent ................................................2005
Julie Voss ....................................................2008, 09
Lindsay Willams  ....................................2002, 03, 04
Meredith Zimpfer .........................................1997, 98
Ohio State Scholar-Athletes 
Ferny Angeles Paz ............................2014
Lindsey Adams  .....................................2002, 03, 04
Ann M. Beaudoin ...................................1979, 80, 81
Kelsey Becker .................................... 2011,12,13, 14
Kim Bell .............................................................1987
Julie Blackmore ...............................2006, 07, 08, 09
Taryn Bowen ....................................2000, 01, 02, 03
Catherine Brown ................................................1982
Michelle Busch ...............................  1992, 93, 94, 95
Claudia Castro .................................1999, 00, 01, 02
Kara Cecil .......................................... 2010, 11,12,13
Melissa A. Chase ...................................1983, 84, 85
Kristine A. Colglazier ...................................1983, 86






Emily DeCamilla  ...................................2003, 04, 05
Gabriella De Santis ...........................2014
Kelsey Dieters ..............................................2012,13
Angela DiPastina .............................2006, 07, 08, 09
Tiffany Dittmer ......................................... 2011,12,13
Marcia L. Donaldson ..........................................1976
Erica Fisk  ........................................2001, 02, 03, 04
Nicole Flower .........................2012,13, 14
Kirsten Flower ....................................................2010
Virginia A. Gontero ............................................1980
Leann Grimes ........................................1976, 77, 78
Briana Harris ......................................................1998
Kelsey Haviland ................................. 2010, 11,12,13
Debbie Horton .............................................1990, 91
Emily Howard  .................................2003, 04, 05, 06
Cami Hubbs ................................................. 2010, 11
Julie Johnson ...............................................1993, 94
Christina Keesey .............................2007, 08, 09, 10
Myerly Kertis ..................................   1992, 93, 94, 95
Allison Kinsey .................................  1990, 91, 92, 93
Kadri Kanepi ....................................1996, 97, 98, 99
Sara Kinning ..........................................2005, 06, 07
Monica Koplas .................................1996, 97, 98, 99
Miho Kowase .....................................2014
Dawn K. Lance ..................................................1980
Jackie Leskovar  ................................................2003
Yvonne Lohrer .................................1985, 86, 87, 88
Kathy K. Long ....................................................1976
Chris Lucia ...................................................1994, 95
Linda Magid .......................................................1996
Noelle Malley ..................................... 2011,12,13, 14
Laura Maloney .......................................1999, 00, 01
Fidan Manshirova ..............................................2013 
Vickie Martin ......................................................1988
Amy Marzluff ....................................1989, 90, 91, 92
Katherine Martin ..............................2000, 01, 02, 03
Michelle Matko ...........................1999, 00, 01, 02, 03
Mary Kay McCormick ........................................1977
Kristin Messmer .....................................2005, 06, 07
Laura Michel ................................................1979, 80
Lucy Mitchell ......................................................1985
Carolina Nahuz ................................1995, 96, 97, 98
Caitlin O’Keefe .................................2005, 06, 07, 08
Silvia Prajescu ...................................................2005
Marie Anne Ridgeway ........................................1986
Monica Rincon .................................1999, 00, 01, 02
Laura L. Robson ................................................1981
Elaine M. Rosenberg .........................................1976
Sonia Ruzimovsky .................................2005, 06, 07
Linda M. Saunby ....................................1981, 82, 83
Nidhi Shah .............................................2005, 06, 07
Gabby Steele ..................................... 2010, 11,12,13
Traci L. Svete ....................................................1981
Katerina Taiganides ...............................1985, 86, 87
Abigail Villena .......................................  1991, 92, 93
Meredith Vincent ..........................................2004, 05
Julie Voss ........................................2006, 07, 08, 09
Nicole Votolato ...................................................1998
Susan L. Walton ................................................1977
Rebecca Webb ................................1981, 82, 83, 84
Ann E. Williams .....................................1980, 81, 82
Lindsay Williams  ...................................2002, 03, 04
Ann Wilson ..................................................1976, 77
Meredith Zimpfer .........................................1997, 98
Bold indicates 2014-15 returnees
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CAREER SINGLES WINS
Player ...........................Record .......Years
1.  Kristy Dascoli ................. 104-48 ...........1998-01
2.  Monica Rincon ............... 101-46 ...........1999-02 
3. Sadhaf Pervez ............... 99-51 .............1999-03
4.    Gabby Steele ................. 90-46 .............2009-13
5.    Fidan Manshirova .......... 89-38 .............2009-13
6. Maria Olazagatsti ........... 82-21 .............1977-79 
7. Christina Keesey............ 81-53 .............2007-10
8. Erica Fisk ....................... 79-73 .............2000-04
9. Linda Magid ................... 78-35 .............1995-96
10. Cami Hubbs ................... 77-41 .............2008-11
11. Angela DiPastina ........... 73-63 .............2006-09
12. Michelle Matko ............... 72-40 .............1998-03
13. Julie Blackmore  ............ 70-63  ............2006-09
14. Leann Grimes ................ 69-24 .............1975-78
15. Caitlin O’Keefe ............... 68-64 .............2005-08
16. Ann Wilson..................... 67-19 .............1974-77
17. Kristin Peterson ............. 66-49 .............1984-87
18.  Paloma Escobedo.......... 66-53 .............2008-11
SEASON SINGLES WINS
Player ...........................Record .........Year
1. Cami Hubbs ................... 36-7 ....................2008
2. Sandy Niehaus .............. 32-6 ....................2014
3. Kristy Dascoli ................. 31-14 ..................2001
4. Monica Rincon ............... 30-11 ..................2000
5. Kristy Dascoli ................. 29-11 ..................2000
 Maria Olazagatsti ........... 29-6 ....................1977
8. Maria Olazagatsti ........... 28-6 ....................1978
9. Julie Blackmore ............. 27-8 ....................2008 
 Fidan Manashirova ........ 27-8 .................... 2011
 Sadhaf Pervez ............... 27-10 ..................2003
 Kristen Jordan................ 27-11 ..................1997 
 Sadhaf Pervez ............... 27-14 ..................2000
14. Ann Beardoin ................. 26-9 ....................1979 
 Michelle Matko ............... 26-11 ..................2000 
 Wendy Stewart .............. 26-13 ..................1979
CAREER DOUBLES WINS
Player ...........................Record .........Year
1. Wendy Stewart .............. 99-21 .............1975-79
2. Kelly Story...................... 94-59 .............1989-92
3. Leann Grimes ................ 93-22 .............1975-78
4. Monica Rincon ............... 92-60 .............1999-02 
5. Sadhaf Pervez ............... 90-47 .............2000-03 
 Kristy Dascoli ................. 90-50 .............1998-01
7. Abigail Villena ................ 87-44 .............1990-93
8. Julie Blackmore ............. 86-65 .............2006-09
9. Christina Keesey............ 82-49 .............2007-10
 Cami Hubbs ................... 82-58 .............2008-11
11. Yvonne Lohrer ............... 80-62 .............1985-88
12. Paloma Escobedo.......... 79-38 .............2008-11
 Erica Fisk ....................... 79-60 .............2001-04
14. Lindsay Williams ............ 76-45 .............2001-04 
 Angela DiPastina ........... 76-46 .............2006-09
SEASON DOUBLES WINS
Player ...........................Record  ........Year
1. Julie Blackmore ............. 31-10 ..................2008
2. Wendy Stewart .............. 30-5 ....................1979
 Monica Rincon ............... 30-17 ..................2001
4. Kristy Dascoli ................. 29-16 ..................2001
5. Monica Rincon ............... 28-10 ..................2000 
 Cami Hubbs ................... 28-11 ..................2008 
 Kelly Story...................... 28-13 ..................1991 
 Abigail Villena ................ 28-13 ..................1991 
 Michele Cheuvront ......... 28-16 ..................1987
10. Paloma Escobedo.......... 27-9 ....................2008
 Kelly Story...................... 27-12 ..................1992 
 Abigail Villena ................ 27-12 ..................1992
 Gabriella De Santis ........ 27-7 ....................2014
TEAM SEASON RECORDS
Most wins .........................................................20 (2010)
Fewest wins ..................................... 7 (1975, 1993, ‘05)
Most losses ......................................................20 (1982)
Fewest losses .............................................0 (1974, ‘75)
Most ties .............................................................4 (1981)
Highest winning pct. ...................................1.000 (1975)
Lowest winning pct. .......................................269 (2005)
Most matches played ......................................35 (1983)
Fewest matches played ....................................7 (1975)
Consecutive wins ..............................................9 (2000)
Consecutive losses .........................................10 (1991)
Most shutouts ..................................................11 (2014)
Most times shut out .........................................10 (1991)
Consecutive shutouts ..........................4 (1986, ‘02, ‘10)
Consecutive wins at home ..............................14 (2002)
Consecutive losses at home ..................... 5 (1991, ‘05)
Consecutive wins on the road...........................7 (1991)
Consecutive losses on the road .......................8 (1990)
Most wins at home ..........................................14 (2002)
Most wins on the road .....................................13 (1991)
Highest team ranking ......................................17 (2010)
Highest singles ranking .................... 19 (Dascoli, 2001)
Highest doubles ranking ........... 5 (Dascoli/Rincon, ‘01)
YEAR-BY-YEAR SINGLES WIN 
PERCENTAGE LEADERS
(minimum 14 total matches)
Year Player ............... W-L ... Mtch ....Pct.
2014 Sandy Niehaus ........ 32-6.........38 .......(.842)
2013 Fidan Manashirova .. 24-11 .......35 .......(.686)
2012 Gabby Steele........... 21-11 .......32 .......(.656)
2011 Fidan Manashirova .. 27-8.........35 .......(.771)
2010 Gabby Steele........... 25-10.......35 .......(.714)
2009 Kelsey Haviland ....... 14-6.........20 .......(.700)
2008 Cami Hubbs ............. 36-7.........43 .......(.837)
2007 Kristin Messmer ....... 11-3 .........14 .......(.785)
2006 Kristin Messmer ....... 20-13.......33 .......(.606)
2005 Sonia Ruzimovsky ... 22-14.......36 .......(.611)
2004 Lindsay Bryan .......... 11-4 .........15 .......(.733)
2003 Sadhaf Pervez ......... 27-10.......37 .......(.730)
2002 Monica Rincon ......... 25-10.......35 .......(.714)
2001 Kristy Dascoli ........... 31-14.......45 .......(.689)
2000 Monica Rincon ......... 30-11 .......41 .......(.732)
1999 Kristy Dascoli ........... 19-13.......32 .......(.594)
1998 Kristy Dascoli ........... 25-10.......35 .......(.714)
1997 Kristen Jordan ......... 27-11 .......38 .......(.711)
1996 Kerry Singer ............ 17-7.........24 .......(.708)
1995 Linda Magid ............. 19-7.........26 .......(.731)
1994 Kerry Singer ............ 22-7.........29 .......(.759)
1993 Louise Johnson ....... 16-9.........25 .......(.640)
1992 Stephanie Daniel ..... 15-9.........24 .......(.625)
1991 Amy Marzluff ........... 20-15.......35 .......(.571)
1990 Abigail Villena .......... 18-7.........25 .......(.720)
1989 Dana Zanville .......... 13-9.........22 .......(.591)
1988 Debbie Horton ......... 20-11 .......31 .......(.645)
1987 Kristin Peterson ....... 23-12.......35 .......(.657)
1986 Jodi Saunders ......... 20-7.........27 .......(.741)
1985 Cathy Brown ............ 20-10.......30 .......(.667)
1984 Kristin Peterson ....... 17-7.........24 .......(.708)
1983 Cathy Brown ............ 17-8.........25 .......(.680)
1982 Becky Webb ............ 12-4.........16 .......(.750)
1981 Ann Beaudoin .......... 22-9.........31 .......(.710)
1980 Susie Walton ........... 16-9.........25 .......(.640)
1979 Maria Olazagasti ..... 24-8.........32 .......(.750)
1978 Maria Olazagasti ..... 28-6.........34 .......(.824)
1977 Ann Wilson .............. 17-3.........20 .......(.850)
1976 Laura Schubert ........ 23-5.........28 .......(.821)
1975 Ann Wilson .............. 20-1.........21 .......(.952)
1974 Barb Wetters ........... 14-0.........14 .....(1.000)
YEAR-BY-YEAR DOUBLES WIN 
PERCENTAGE LEADERS
Year Player ................W-L ... Mtch ....Pct.
2014 Ferny Angeles Paz .. 23-4.........27 .......(.852)
2013 Grâinne O’Neill ........ 15-9.........24 .......(.625)
2012 Gabby Steele........... 19-13.......32 .......(.593)
2011 Paloma Escobedo ... 12-6.........18 .......(.667)
2010 Gabby Steele........... 23-11 .......34 .......(.676)
2009 Angela DiPastina ..... 22-10.......32 .......(.687)
2008 Caitlin O’Keefe ........ 23-7.........30 .......(.767)
2007 Sonia Ruzimovsky ... 22-10.......32 .......(.688)
2006 Ciara Finucane ........ 22-15.......37 .......(.594)
2005 Meredith Vincent ..... 16-16.......32 .......(.500)
2004 Lindsay Williams ...... 24-14.......38 .......(.632)
2003 Sadhaf Pervez ......... 22-9.........31 .......(.710)
2002 Sadhaf Pervez ......... 25-9.........34 .......(.735)
2001 Sadhaf Pervez ......... 26-13.......39 .......(.667)
2000 Kristy Dascoli ........... 19-5.........24 .......(.792)
1999 Kristy Dascoli ........... 23-15.......38 .......(.605)
 Briana Harris ........... 23-15.......38 .......(.605)
1998 Kristy Dascoli ........... 19-14.......33 .......(.576)
           Briana Harris ............ 19-14.......33 .......(.576)
1997 Kerry Singer ............ 23-5.........28 .......(.821)
1996 Linda Magid ............. 20-8.........28 .......(.714)
1995 Michelle Busch ........ 17-9.........26 .......(.654)
1994 Linda Magid ............. 13-12.......25 .......(.520)
1993 Allison Kinsey .......... 13-9.........22 .......(.591)
1992 Kelly Story ............... 27-12.......39 .......(.692)
 Abigail Villena .......... 27-12.......39 .......(.692)
1991 Kelly Story ............... 28-13.......41 .......(.683)
 Abigail Villena .......... 28-13.......41 .......(.683)
1990 Abigail Villena .......... 18-7.........25 .......(.720)
1989 Susan Mitchell ......... 17-8.........25 .......(.680)
1988 Susan Mitchell ......... 21-19.......40 .......(.525)
 Yvonne Lohrer ......... 21-19.......40 .......(.525)
1987 Susan Mitchell ......... 26-10.......36 .......(.722)
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1986 Michele Cheuvront .. 20-11 .......31 .......(.645)
1985 Lucy Mitchell ............ 16-12.......28 .......(.571)
1984 Becky Webb ............ 12-9.........21 .......(.571)
 Kristin Peterson ....... 12-9.........21 .......(.571)
1983 Becky Webb ............ 13-12.......25 .......(.520)
1982 Ann Williams ............ 10-7.........17 .......(.588)
1981 Linda Saunby .......... 17-11 .......28 .......(.607)
1980 Susie Walton ........... 18-8.........26 .......(.692)
1979 Wendy Stewart ........ 30-5.........35 .......(.857)
1978 Leann Grimes .......... 24-6.........30 .......(.800)
1977 Leann Grimes .......... 27-10.......37 .......(.730)
 Wendy Stewart ........ 27-10.......37 .......(.730)
1976 Wendy Stewart ........ 23-5.........28 .......(.821)
 Leann Grimes .......... 23-5.........28 .......(.821)
1975 Ann Wilson .............. 14-0.........14 .....(1.000)
 Barbara Wetters ...... 14-0.........14 .....(1.000)
1974 Dru Ann Hancock .... 12-2.........14 .......(.857)
 LuAnne McDorman . 12-2.........14 .......(.857)
ALL-TIME COACHING  
RECORDS
Years ....Coach    .............Record   ..  Pct.
1973-78 ... Mary Raysa .............. 63-17-1........ (.778)
1979-85 ... Barbara Mueller ....... 88-100 ......... (.468)
1986-96 ... LeeAnn Massucci ..... 123-151 ....... (.449)
1997-2012 ..Chuck Merzbacher. 224-171 ....... (.567)
2012-14 ... Melissa Schaub ........ 29-23 ........... (.457)
42 years ... Total ......................... 537-477-1.... (.529)
CAREER SINGLES WIN  
PERCENTAGE LEADERS
(minimum 50 total matches)
Player ......................... W-L .... Pct. . Years
1. Maria Olazagasti .......... 82-21.... (.796) 1977-79
2.  Ann Wilson................... 67-19.... (.779) 1974-77
3.  Wendy Stewart ............ 64-22.... (.744) 1976-79
4.  Leann Grimes .............. 69-24.... (.742) 1975-78
5. Fidan Manashirova ...... 89-38.... (.700) 2010-13
6.  Linda Magid ................. 78-35.... (.690) 1993-96
7.  Monica Rincon ............. 101-46.. (.687) 1999-02
 Sherrie Sutherland ....... 46-21.... (.687) 1978-79
9.  Kristen Jordan.............. 35-16.... (.686) 1997-98
10.  Kristy Dascoli ............... 104-48.. (.684) 1998-01
11. Ann Beaudoin .............. 65-32.... (.670) 1979-81
12. Gabby Steele ................ 90-46.... (.662)  2010-13
13. Sadhaf Pervez ............. 99-51.... (.660) 2000-03
14. Laura Schubert ............ 62-33.... (.653) 1976-79
15. Cami Hubbs ................. 77-41.... (.652) 2008-11
16. Michelle Matko ............. 71-40.... (.639) 1999-02
17. Julie Voss..................... 43-27.... (.623) 2006-09
18. Kerry Singer ................. 65-41.... (.613) 1994-97
19. Kirsten Flower .............. 41-26.... (.612) 2009-10
20. Christina Keesey.......... 81-53.... (.604) 2007-10
CAREER DOUBLES WIN  
PERCENTAGE LEADERS
Player ......................... W-L .... Pct. . Years
1. Wendy Stewart ........99-21 .. (.825) 1975-77, 79
2. Leann Grimes ..........93-22 .. (.809) ..... 1975-78
3. Ann Wilson...............54-13 .. (.806) ..... 1974-77
4.  Sherrie Sutherland ...47-14 .. (.770) ..... 1978-79
5.  Elaine Rosenberg ....47-17 .. (.734) ..... 1974-76
6.  Susie Walton ............42-19 .. (.689) 1977-78, 80
7.  Maria Olazagasti ......57-26 .. (.687) ..... 1977-79
8.  Laura Schubert ........74-34 .. (.685) ..... 1976-79
9.  Paloma Escobedo....79-38 .. (.675) ..... 2008-11
10. Abigail Villena ..........87-44 .. (.664) ..... 1990-93
11. Sadhaf Pervez .........91-47 .. (.659) ..... 2000-03
12. Kristy Dascoli ...........90-50 .. (.643) ..... 1998-01
13. Michele Cheuvront ...48-27 .. (.640) ..... 1986-87
14. Kerry Singer .............58-33 .. (.637) ..... 1994-97
15. Lindsay Williams ......76-45 .. (.628) ..... 2001-04
16. Christina Keesey......81-49 .. (.626) ..... 2007-10
17. Angela DiPastina .....76-46 .. (.623) ..... 2006-09
18. Kelly Story................94-59 .. (.614) ..... 1989-92 
 Jackie Leskovar .......43-27 .. (.614) ..... 2003-04
 Susan Mitchell .........70-44 .. (.614) ..... 1987-90
FRESHMAN SINGLES  
WINS RECORDS
Player .............................. Record ......Year
1. Cami Hubbs ....................... 36-7 ................ 2008
2. Sandy Niehaus .................. 32-6 ................ 2014
3.    Kristen Jordan.................... 27-11 .............. 1997
    Sadhaf Pervez ................... 27-14 .............. 2000
5.    Ann Beaudoin .................... 26-9 ................ 1979
6.    Miho Kowase ..................... 25-11 .............. 2014
 Kristy Dascoli ..................... 25-10 .............. 1998
      Gabby Steele ..................... 25-10 .............. 2010
9. Ferny Angeles Paz............. 24-8 ................ 2014
10.  Sherrie Sutherland ............. 23-9 ................ 1978
       Monica Rincon ................... 23-13 .............. 1999
       Christina Keesey................ 23-14 .............. 2007
       Erica Fisk ........................... 23-18 .............. 2001
14.  Kerry Singer ....................... 22-7 ................ 1994
15.  Gabriella De Santis ............ 21-12 .............. 2014
 Michelle Matko ................... 21-12 .............. 1999
       Ally Mueller ........................ 21-14 .............. 2007
       Paloma Escobedo.............. 21-16 .............. 2008
19.  Angela DiPastina ............... 20-17 .............. 2006
FRESHMAN DOUBLES  
WINS RECORDS
Player .............................. Record ......Year
1. Cami Hubbs ....................... 28-11 .............. 2008
2.  Gabriella De Santis ............ 27-7 ................ 2014
 Paloma Escobedo.............. 27-9 ................ 2008
4.   Miho Kowase ..................... 26-9 ................ 2014
 Susan Mitchell ................... 26-10 .............. 1987
6. Sandy Niehaus .................. 25-7 ................ 2014
 Kelly Story.......................... 25-15 .............. 1989
8.   Stephanie Daniel ............... 24-14 .............. 1991
9. Ferny Angeles Paz............. 23-4 ................ 2014
 Amy Marzluff ...................... 22-14 .............. 1989
11.  Lisa McFarland .................. 20-15 .............. 1988
      Angela DiPastina ............... 20-17 .............. 2006
13.  Leann Grimes .................... 19-1 ................ 1975
      Wendy Stewart .................. 19-1 ................ 1975
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Year .....................W/L ...................... Big Ten Record .............................. Big Ten Finish* ........................................... Coach
1973........................... 7-1 ............................................. – .........................................................................................................................................  Mary Raysa
1974........................... 8-0-1 ........................................ N/R  ............................................................... 1st .................................................................  Mary Raysa
1975........................... 7-0 ........................................... N/R ................................................................ 1st .................................................................  Mary Raysa
1976........................... 11-6 ..........................................3-0  ............................................................... 1st .................................................................  Mary Raysa
1977........................... 12-5 ..........................................4-0 ................................................................ 1st .................................................................  Mary Raysa
1978........................... 18-5 ..........................................4-1  ............................................................... 1st .................................................................  Mary Raysa
1979........................... 13-5 ..........................................3-2  ............................................................... 1st .................................................................  Barbara Mueller
1980........................... 10-11 ........................................1-6 ...............................................................  3rd .................................................................  Barbara Mueller
1981........................... 14-19 .......................................3-10  ..............................................................4th .................................................................  Barbara Mueller
1982........................... 8-20 ..........................................1-9  ..............................................................10th ................................................................  Barbara Mueller
1983........................... 18-17 ........................................2-6  ...............................................................7th .................................................................  Barbara Mueller
1984........................... 12-14 ........................................2-7 ...............................................................  8th .................................................................  Barbara Mueller
1985........................... 13-14 ........................................4-8 ...............................................................  9th .................................................................  Barbara Mueller
1986........................... 13-17 ........................................2-8  ...............................................................8th .................................................................  LeeAnn Massucci
1987........................... 14-16 ........................................2-8  ...............................................................8th .................................................................  LeeAnn Massucci
1988........................... 10-18 ........................................1-8  ...............................................................8th .................................................................  LeeAnn Massucci
1989........................... 9-16 ..........................................1-8  ...............................................................9th .................................................................  LeeAnn Massucci
1990........................... 11-13 ........................................4-7 ...............................................................  9th .................................................................  LeeAnn Massucci
1991........................... 13-14 .......................................3-10  ..............................................................7th .................................................................  LeeAnn Massucci
1992........................... 11-11 ........................................3-8  ...............................................................8th .................................................................  LeeAnn Massucci
1993........................... 7-12 ..........................................3-8  ..............................................................10th ................................................................  LeeAnn Massucci
1994........................... 10-13 ........................................3-8  ...............................................................9th .................................................................  LeeAnn Massucci
1995........................... 13-9 ..........................................2-9  ...............................................................9th .................................................................  LeeAnn Massucci
1996........................... 12-12 ........................................2-8  ............................................................. T-8th ................................................................  LeeAnn Massucci
1997........................... 12-13 ........................................4-6  ...............................................................7th .................................................................  Chuck Merzbacher
1998........................... 10-14 ........................................2-8  ...............................................................8th .................................................................  Chuck Merzbacher
1999........................... 14-11 ........................................6-4  ...............................................................6th .................................................................  Chuck Merzbacher
2000........................... 18-8 ..........................................9-2  ............................................................. T-1st ................................................................  Chuck Merzbacher
2001........................... 17-11 ........................................7-3  ...............................................................3rd .................................................................  Chuck Merzbacher
2002........................... 19-7 ..........................................7-4  ...............................................................3rd .................................................................  Chuck Merzbacher
2003........................... 12-12 ........................................6-4  ............................................................. T-4th ................................................................  Chuck Merzbacher
2004........................... 14-14 ........................................6-5  .............................................................T-2nd ...............................................................  Chuck Merzbacher
2005........................... 7-19 ..........................................2-8  ...............................................................9th .................................................................  Chuck Merzbacher
2006........................... 13-13 ........................................3-7  ...............................................................7th .................................................................  Chuck Merzbacher
2007........................... 18-10 ........................................6-4  ...............................................................5th .................................................................  Chuck Merzbacher
2008........................... 19-8 ..........................................6-4  ...............................................................5th .................................................................  Chuck Merzbacher
2009........................... 15-11 .........................................7- ................................................................  4th .................................................................  Merzbacher
2010........................... 20-10 ........................................5-5  ............................................................. T-5th ................................................................  Chuck Merzbacher
2011 ........................... 15-11 ........................................7-3  ............................................................. T-3rd ...............................................................  Chuck Merzbacher
2012........................... 10-16 ........................................4-7  ............................................................. T-7th ................................................................  Chuck Merzbacher
2013........................... 10-14 ........................................3-8  ............................................................. T-8th ................................................................  Melissa Schaub
2014........................... 19-9 ..........................................8-3  ...............................................................3rd .................................................................  Melissa Schaub
*1995: single elimination play in championship on day one, double elimination for remaining matches 
1996-98: began use of single elimination format for Conference championship; team champion declared Conference champion
1999-05: regular season winner declared “Big Ten Women’sTennis Regular SeasonChampion” and championshipused to determine “Big Ten Conference Champion” and 
NCAA automatic qualifier; in final team standings, championship winner placed first and championship runner-up placedsecond (regardless of record); final conference record 
determined by following formula -- regular-season record plus any upsets in championship. If a lower seed upsets a higher seed,the lower seed will gain a win while the higher 
seed will incur a loss. However, a win over a team with an identical record will not count as an upset regardless of seeding.
2006-08: Final team standings to include only results from regularseason Big Ten matches
2009-present: regular season winner declared “Big Ten Champion” and tournament used to determine “Big Ten Tournament Champion” and NCAA automatic qualifier. 
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• Big Ten Match; *Big Ten Tournament;  
#NCAA Tournament; ~ Neutral site
2013-14
19-9, 8-3 Big Ten (3rd)
Coach: Melissa Schaub
NCAA Touirnament Team Participant
1/18......at Baylor ................................ L .............. 3-4
1/18......Prairie View A&M~ ................. W ............ 7-0
1/24......at Miami ................................. L .............. 2-4
1/25......South Florida~ ....................... L .............. 1-4
1/31......Syrcause ............................... W ............ 4-0
1/31......Youngstwn State.................... W ............ 7-0
2/14......at Kentucky ............................ L .............. 2-4
2/21......Tennessee ............................. W ............ 4-3
2/25......Penn State• ........................... W ............ 7-0
3/5........Northern Kentucky ................. W ............ 7-0
3/5........Cincinnati ............................... W ............ 6-1
3/8........Princeton ............................... W ............ 6-1
3/12......at UNLV ................................. W ............ 6-1
3/14......Marquette~ ............................ W ............ 7-0
3/21......at Michigan • .......................... L .............. 2-5
3/23......at Michigan State • ................ W ............ 5-2
3/29......at Northwestern • ................... L .............. 1-6
3/30......at Illinois • .............................. L .............. 3-4
4/4........Minnesota •............................ W ............ 7-0
4/6........Wisconsin • ............................ W ............ 6-1
4/6........Wright State ........................... W ............ 7-0
4/11 ......Indiana • ................................ W ............ 7-0
4/13......Purdue •................................. W ............ 5-2
4/20......at Nebraska • ......................... W ............ 4-0
4/25......Minnesota* ............................ W ............ 4-0
4/26......Northwestern * ....................... L .............. 0-4
5/9........South Carolina# ..................... L .............. 1-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Illinois
NCAA Tournament hosted by Duke
2012-13
10-14, 3-8 Big Ten (T-8th)
Coach: Melissa Schaub
1/19......at West Virginia ..................... W ............ 6-1
1/23......Toledo .................................... W ............ 7-0
1/23......Cincinnati ............................... W ............ 7-0
1/29......Eastern Kentucky .................. W ............ 7-0
2/2........Nebraska ............................... L .............. 2-4
2/12......Kentucky ................................ L .............. 3-4
2/17......at Tennessee ......................... L .............. 1-6
2/22......at Arkansas ............................ W ............ 4-3
2/23......vs. Tulsa~ .............................. L .............. 1-6
3/3........Penn State•  .......................... W ............ 5-2
3/3........Youngstown State.................. W ............ 7-0
3/15......vs. Boise State^ ..................... W ............ 4-0
3/16......vs. Tulane^ ............................ L .............. 2-4
3/17......vs. Yale^ ................................ L .............. 1-4
3/22......at Purdue• ............................. L .............. 2-5
3/24......at Indiana•  ............................ L .............. 2-5
3/31......Iowa• ..................................... W ............ 6-1
4/5........at Wisconsin•  ........................ L .............. 2-5
4/7........at Minnesota• ........................ W ............ 5-2
4/12......Illinois•  .................................. L .............. 1-6
4/14......Northwestern•  ....................... L .............. 1-6
4/19......at Michigan State•  ................ L .............. 2-5
4/21......Michigan• ............................... L .............. 0-7
4/25......vs. Iowa* ................................ L .............. 2-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Indiana 
^ Blue-Gray Tournament, Montgomery, Ala.
2011-12
10-15, 4-7 Big Ten (T-7th)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher
1/15......at South Florida ..................... L .............. 1-6
1/21......West Virginia ......................... W ............ 7-0
1/21......Dayton ................................... W ............ 7-0
1/28......at Florida State ...................... L .............. 2-5
1/29......Texas A & M ........................... L .............. 2-5
2/4........Syracuse ............................... W ............ 5-2
2/7........at Penn State• ....................... L .............. 3-4
2/22......at Louisville ............................ W ............ 4-3
2/24......DePaul ................................... W ............ 5-2
2/26......Arkansas ............................... L .............. 3-4
3/4........at Oregon .............................. L .............. 3-4
3/18......at Tulane ................................ L .............. 2-5
3/20......at LSU ................................... L .............. 2-4
3/23......Purdue•.................................. L .............. 3-4
3/25......Indiana• ................................. L .............. 3-4
3/30......at Nebraska• .......................... L .............. 0-4
4/1........at Iowa•.................................. W ............ 4-3
4/6........Wisconsin• ............................. W ............ 4-3
4/8........Minnesota•............................. W ............ 4-3
4/13......at Illinois• ............................... L .............. 3-4
4/15......at Northwestern• .................... L .............. 2-5
4/20......Michigan State• ..................... W ............ 6-1
4/22......Michigan• ............................... L .............. 2-5
4/26......vs. Penn State* ...................... W ............ 4-2
4/27......vs. Northwestern* .................. L .............. 0-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Ohio State 
2010-11
15-11, 7-3 Big Ten (T-3rd)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher
1/23......Cincinnati ............................... W ............ 7-0
1/23......Cleveland State ..................... W ............ 7-0
1/30......at Tennessee^ ....................... L .............. 1-6
1/31......vs. Southern Methodist ~ ^ .... L .............. 3-4
2/9........at Kentucky ............................ W ............ 4-3 
2/11 ......Penn State• ........................... W ............ 6-1
2/13......William & Mary ...................... W ............ 7-0
2/25......vs. Auburn ! ........................... W ............ 4-0
2/26......vs. Virginia ! ........................... L .............. 1-4
2/27......vs. Oklahoma ! ...................... L .............. 0-4
3/4........Louisville ................................ W ............ 6-1
3/11 ......at Nebraska ........................... L .............. 3-4
3/20......South Florida ......................... L .............. 1-6
3/20......Eastern Michigan ................... W ............ 6-1
3/23......at Tennessee ......................... L .............. 0-7
3/25......Iowa•...................................... W ............ 6-1
3/27......Illinois• ................................... W ............ 4-3
4/1........Northwestern• ........................ L .............. 2-5
4/9........at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 0-7
4/10......at Michigan State • ................ W ............ 5-2
4/15......Wisconsin • ............................ W ............ 5-2
4/17......Minnesota •............................ W ............ 6-1
4/23......at Indiana • ............................ W ............ 5-2
4/24......at Purdue •............................. L .............. 3-4
4/29......vs. Wisconsin * ...................... W ............ 4-3
4/30......vs. Michigan * ........................ L .............. 0-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Michigan 
^ ITA Kickoff Weekend hosted by Tennessee 
! Blue-Gray Tournament, Montgomery, Ala. 
2009-10
20-10, 5-5 Big Ten (T-5th)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher 
NCAA Tournament Team Participant
1/19......Xavier .................................... W ............ 7-0
1/19......Cleveland State ..................... W ............ 7-0
1/23......vs. Memphis .......................... W ............ 6-0
1/33......at Missouri ............................. W ............ 7-0
1/30......at Fresno State ...................... W ............ 6-1
1/31......at Florida State ...................... L .............. 1-6
2/3........Kentucky ................................ W ............ 7-0
2/5........at William & Mary .................. W ............ 5-2
2/7........at Virginia .............................. W ............ 5-2
2/17......LSU ....................................... W ............ 5-2
2/20......Tennessee ............................. L .............. 2-5
2/24......at Notre Dame ....................... L .............. 0-7
2/28......Oregon .................................. W ............ 4-1
2/28......California (Pa.) ...................... W ............ 7-0
3/5........at Penn State• ....................... W ............ 7-0
3/12......at Purdue•.............................. L .............. 3-4
3/23......at Long Beach State .............. W ............ 6-1
3/27......at Rice ................................... W ............ 4-3
4/2........Minnesota•............................. W ............ 7-0
4/4........Iowa•...................................... L .............. 1-6
4/10......at Michigan State• ................. W ............ 6-1
4/11 ......at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 1-6
4/17......at Illinois• ............................... L .............. 3-4
4/18......at Indiana• ............................. W ............ 4-3 
4/23......Wisconsin• ............................. W ............ 7-0
4/25......Northwestern• ........................ L .............. 2-5
4/29......vs. Michigan State* ................ W ............ 4-0
4/30......vs. Northwestern* .................. L .............. 1-4
5/14......vs. DePaul# ........................... W ............ 4-1
5/15......at Michigan# .......................... L .............. 0-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Iowa
NCAA Tournament hosted by Michigan
2008-09
15-11, 7-3 Big Ten (4th)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher
NCAA Tournament Team Participant
1/24......Missouri ................................. W ............ 6-1
1/25......Notre Dame ........................... L .............. 1-6
1/25......Eastern Kentucky .................. W ............ 7-0
2 0 1 4 - 1 5  W O M E N ’ S  T E N N I S M E D I A   I N F O R M A T I O N
2 0
1/31......vs. South Carolina ................. W ............ 4-3
2/1........at Duke .................................. L .............. 2-4
2/4........at Kentucky ............................ L .............. 3-4
2/6........Virginia .................................. L .............. 3-4
2/8........Virginia Tech .......................... L .............. 3-4
2/21......vs. Washington State............. W ............ 5-2
2/22......at Oregon .............................. W ............ 5-2
2/28......Penn State• ........................... W ............ 6-1
3/3........Rice ....................................... W ............ 5-2
3/8........at South Florida ..................... L .............. 2-5
3/13......Purdue•.................................. W ............ 4-3
3/23......vs. Utah ................................. W ............ 6-1
3/27......at Iowa•.................................. W ............ 6-1
3/29......at Minnesota•......................... W ............ 5-2
4/3........Michigan• ............................... L .............. 2-5
4/5........Michigan State• ..................... W ............ 5-2
4/10......Illinois• ................................... L .............. 2-5
4/12......Indiana• ................................. W ............ 7-0
4/18......at Northwestern• .................... L .............. 0-7
4/19......Wisconsin• ............................. W ............ 4-3 
4/24......vs. Indiana* ............................ W ............ 4-1
4/25......vs. Northwestern* .................. L .............. 0-4
5/8........vs. Kentucky# ........................ L .............. 0-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Wisconsin
NCAA Tournament hosted by Northwestern
2007-08
19-8, 6-4 Big Ten (5th)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher
NCAA Tournament Team Participant
1/25......at Marquette .......................... W ............ 7-0
1/26......vs. Oklahoma ........................ W ............ 6-1
2/1........at Virginia .............................. W ............ 4-3
2/3........at Virginia Tech ...................... W ............ 5-2
2/14......at Notre Dame ....................... L .............. 2-5
2/16......South Florida ......................... L .............. 3-4
2/16......Toledo .................................... W ............ 6-1
2/24......Oregon .................................. W ............ 5-2
2/27......Louisville ................................ W ............ 6-1
2/27......Cleveland State ..................... W ............ 7-0
3/2........Cornell ................................... W ............ 6-1
3/2........Eastern Michigan ................... W ............ 7-0
3/8........Indiana• ................................. L .............. 3-4
3/17......vs. Drake ............................... W ............ 6-0
3/17......vs. Coastal Carolina .............. W ............ 7-0
3/22......Minnesota•............................. W ............ 6-1
3/23......Iowa•...................................... W ............ 4-3
3/29......Boston University .................. W ............ 6-1
3/30......Michigan State• ..................... W ............ 6-1
4/5........at Northwestern• .................... L .............. 0-7
4/6........at Wisconsin• ......................... W ............ 5-2
4/12......Purdue•.................................. W ............ 5-2
4/13......Illinois• ................................... L .............. 2-5
4/18......at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 1-6
4/20......at Penn State• ....................... W ............ 5-2
4/25......vs. Illinois* ............................. L .............. 3-4
5/9........vs. Auburn# ........................... L .............. 3-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Purdue
NCAA Tournament hosted by Florida
2006-07
18-10, 6-4 Big Ten (5th)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher
1/27......Cincinnati ............................... W ............ 7-0
1/27......Bowling Green ....................... W ............ 7-0
2/2........at West Virginia ..................... W ............ 7-0
2/9........Marquette .............................. W ............ 5-2
2/11 ......Virginia Tech .......................... L .............. 2-5
2/11 ......Miami (Ohio) .......................... W ............ 7-0
2/17......vs. Marshall ........................... L .............. 2-5
2/18......at William and Mary ............... L .............. 1-6
2/24......vs. Auburn ............................. L .............. 1-6
2/25......at Louisville ............................ W ............ 5-2
2/25......at Eastern Kentucky .............. W ............ 7-0
3/2........Depaul ................................... W ............ 6-1
3/4........Wisconsin• ............................. W ............ 7-0
3/19......vs. Wichita State .................... W ............ 4-3
3/19......at Florida Gulf Coast ............. W ............ 7-0
3/23......at Minnesota•......................... W ............ 4-3
3/25......at Iowa•.................................. L .............. 0-7
3/30......at Michigan State• ................. W ............ 5-2
4/1........Syracuse ............................... W ............ 6-1
4/4........at Indiana• ............................. L .............. 1-6
4/9........Notre Dame ........................... L .............. 0-7
4/9........Wright State ........................... W ............ 7-0
4/14......at Purdue•.............................. W ............ 5-2
4/15......at Illinois• ............................... W ............ 4-3
4/18......Northwestern• ........................ L .............. 0-7
4/21......Michigan• ............................... L .............. 1-6
4/22......Penn State• ........................... W ............ 6-1
4/27......vs. Iowa* ................................ L .............. 2-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Minnesota
2005-06
13-13, 3-7 Big Ten (7th)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher
1/21......Cincinnati ............................... W ............ 7-0
1/21......Bowling Green ....................... W ............ 7-0
1/28......at Notre Dame ....................... L .............. 0-7
2/3........West Virginia ......................... W ............ 6-1
2/5........Missouri ................................. W ............ 6-1
2/15......Eastern Kentucky .................. W ............ 6-1
2/18......at Virginia Tech ...................... L .............. 3-4
2/25......Louisville ................................ W ............ 4-3
2/26......Tennessee ............................. L .............. 2-5
3/3........at Marquette .......................... W ............ 7-0
3/4........vs. New Mexico ..................... L .............. 3-4
3/19......vs. Washington St.................. W ............ 4-2
3/19......vs. Nebraska ......................... L .............. 0-4
3/25......Minnesota•............................. W ............ 5-2
3/26......Iowa•...................................... L .............. 3-4
4/1........at Purdue•.............................. L .............. 1-6
4/2........at Illinois• ............................... W ............ 5-2
4/5........Xavier .................................... W ............ 7-0
4/5........Ohio Northern ........................ W ............ 7-0
4/8........Penn St.• ............................... W ............ 6-1
4/9........Indiana• ................................. L .............. 3-4
4/15......Michigan• ............................... L .............. 1-6
4/16......Michigan St.• ......................... L .............. 3-4
4/22......at Wisconsin• ......................... L .............. 2-5
4/23......at Northwestern• .................... L .............. 0-7
4/27......vs. Illinois* ............................. L .............. 2-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Illinois
2004-05
7-19, 2-8 Big Ten (9th)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher
1/22......Notre Dame ........................... L .............. 1-6
1/22......Cleveland State ..................... W ............ 7-0
1/29......Western Michigan .................. L .............. 2-5
1/29......Youngstown State.................. W ............ 7-0
2/12......William & Mary ...................... L .............. 1-6
2/13......Georgia Tech ......................... L .............. 2-5
2/19......Auburn ................................... W ............ 5-2
2/25......at Tennessee ......................... L .............. 0-7
2/27......Kentucky ................................ L .............. 1-6
2/27......Akron ..................................... W ............ 7-0
3/5........at Missouri ............................. L .............. 2-5
3/6........at Louisville ............................ L .............. 3-4
3/6........at St. Louis ............................ W ............ 5-1
3/12......TCU ....................................... L .............. 5-2
3/22......at San Diego St. .................... L .............. 0-7
3/25......at Iowa•.................................. L .............. 1-6
3/27......at Minnesota•......................... W ............ 4-3
4/2........Illinois• ................................... L .............. 2-5
4/3........Purdue•.................................. L .............. 1-6
4/8........at Indiana• ............................. L .............. 0-7
4/10......at Penn St.• ........................... L .............. 3-4
4/16......at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 1-6
4/17......at Michigan St.• ..................... W ............ 4-3
4/23......Northwestern• ........................ L .............. 0-7
4/24......Wisconsin• ............................. L .............. 0-7
4/28......vs. Penn State* ...................... L .............. 1-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Michigan State
2003-04
14-14, 5-5 Big Ten (2nd)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher
NCAA Tournament Team Participant
1/25......Tennessee ............................. L .............. 3-4
1/31......at Notre Dame ....................... L .............. 2-5
2/15......Penn State• ........................... W ............ 7-0
2/20......Nebraska ............................... W ............ 6-1
2/22......Yale ....................................... W ............ 5-2
2/22......Cleveland State ..................... W ............ 7-0
2/28......at Wake Forest ...................... L .............. 2-5
2/29......at William and Mary ............... W ............ 4-3
3/10......at Kentucky ............................ L .............. 3-4
3/13......at Auburn ............................... W ............ 3-4
3/14......at Georgia Tech ..................... L .............. 0-7
3/20......at TCU ................................... L .............. 0-7
3/23......at UNLV ................................. L .............. 2-5
3/27......at Michigan State• ................. W ............ 4-3
3/28......at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 0-7
4/3........at Indiana• ............................. L .............. 3-4
R E S U LT S  B Y  S E A S O N
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2 1
4/10......Purdue•.................................. W ............ 5-2
4/11 ......Illinois• ................................... L .............. 3-4
4/17......at Wisconsin• ......................... L .............. 0-7
4/18......at Northwestern• .................... L .............. 1-6
4/23......Iowa•...................................... W ............ 5-2
4/25......Minnesota•............................. W ............ 5-2
4/29......vs. Penn State* ...................... W ............ 4-3
4/30......vs. Illinois* ............................. W ............ 4-2
5/1........vs. Iowa* ................................ W ............ 4-3
5/2........vs. Northwestern* .................. L .............. 0-4
5/13......vs. Harvard# .......................... W ............ 4-2
5/14......vs. Kentucky# ........................ L .............. 0-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Northwestern
NCAA Tournament hosted by Harvard
2002-2003
12-12, 6-4 Big Ten (T-4th)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher
NCAA Tournament Team Participant
1/26......at Penn State• ....................... W ............ 4-3
1/31......at Marquette .......................... W ............ 6-1
2/1........at Baylor ................................ W ............ 4-3
2/14......Michigan State• ..................... W ............ 6-1
2/16......Michigan• ............................... W ............ 4-3
2/21......at Yale.................................... L .............. 3-4
2/22......at Boston College .................. W ............ 4-3
3/1........at Nebraska ........................... L .............. 3-4
3/2........at Kansas .............................. W ............ 4-3
3/8........at Maryland ............................ W ............ 4-3
3/9........at Virginia Tech ...................... W ............ 4-3
3/23......at Louisiana Tech .................. L .............. 2-5
3/26......at Central Florida ................... L .............. 3-4
3/29......Notre Dame ........................... L .............. 2-5
3/30......Indiana• ................................. W ............ 5-2
4/5........at Purdue•.............................. L .............. 3-4
4/6........at Illinois• ............................... L .............. 1-6
4/9........Kentucky ................................ L .............. 3-4
4/12......Wisconsin• ............................. W ............ 6-1
4/13......Northwestern• ........................ W ............ 4-3
4/19......at Minnesota•......................... L .............. 3-4
4/20......at Iowa•.................................. L .............. 3-4
4/25......vs. Purdue* ............................ L .............. 3-4
5/10......vs. Virginia # .......................... L .............. 0-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Illinois
NCAA Tournament hosted by Tennessee
2001-02
19-7, 7-3 Big Ten (3rd)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher
NCAA Tournament Team Participant
1/20  ....vs. Dayton ............................. W ............ 7-0
1/20  ....Akron ..................................... W ............ 7-0
1/26  ....West Virginia ......................... W ............ 7-0
1/27  ....Penn State• ........................... W ............ 4-3
2/1    ....Virginia Tech .......................... W ............ 6-1
2/3    ....Marquette .............................. W ............ 6-1
2/15  ....Maryland ................................ W ............ 4-3
2/17  ....Kansas .................................. W ............ 6-1
2/23  ....at Wisconsin• ......................... L .............. 2-5
2/24  ....at Minnesota•......................... W ............ 5-2
3/2    ....at Notre Dame ....................... L .............. 2-5
3/3........at DePaul ............................... W ............ 5-2
3/6    ....Cincinnati ............................... W ............ 7-0
3/9    ....Bowling Green ....................... W ............ 7-0
3/9    ....Drake ..................................... W ............ 7-0
3/16  ....Boston ................................... W ............ 7-0
3/17  ....Iowa•...................................... W ............ 5-2
4/6    ....at Michigan• ........................... L  ............. 4-3
4/7    ....at Michigan State• ................. W ............ 5-2
4/10  ....at Kentucky ............................ L .............. 0-7
4/13  ....at Purdue•.............................. W ............ 4-3
4/14  ....at Indiana• ............................. W  ........... 4-3
4/20  ....Illinois• ................................... W ............ 5-2
4/21    ..Northwestern• ........................ L .............. 0-7
4/25   ...vs. Michigan* ......................... L .............. 0-4
5/10   ...vs. Alabama# ......................... L   ............ 0-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Indiana
NCAA Tournament hosted by Tennessee
2000-01
17-11, 7-3 Big Ten (3rd)
Coach: Chuck Merzbacher
NCAA Tournament Team Participant
1/21......vs. West Virginia .................... W ............ 7-0
1/25......at Marquette .......................... W ............ 6-1
1/27......vs. Colorado .......................... W ............ 7-0
2/9........vs. Duke ................................ L .............. 0-7
2/10......at Maryland ............................ W ............ 7-0
2/1........vs. Pepperdine ...................... L .............. 1-6
2/15......vs. Oklahoma State ............... L .............. 2-5
2/16......vs. UCLA ............................... W ............ 5-2
2/17......DePaul ................................... W ............ 6-1
2/24......Akron ..................................... W ............ 7-0
3/2........Minnesota•............................. W ............ 7-0
3/2........Notre Dame ........................... L .............. 1-6 
3/4........Wisconsin .............................. W ............ 5-2
3/10......at Tennessee ......................... L .............. 2-5
3/22......at UNLV ................................. W ............ 4-3
3/24......at Iowa•.................................. W ............ 6-1
4/1........at Penn State• ....................... W ............ 5-2
4/4........at Miami (Ohio) ...................... W ............ 6-1
4/7........Michigan• ............................... W ............ 4-3
4/8........Michigan State• ..................... W ............ 6-1
4/11 ......Kentucky ................................ L .............. 3-4
4/13......Indiana• ................................. L .............. 2-5
4/15......Purdue•.................................. W ............ 5-2
4/21......at Illinois• ............................... L .............. 3-4
4/22......at Northwestern• .................... L .............. 2-5
4/26......vs. Iowa* ................................ W ............ 4-2
4/26......vs. Northwestern* .................. L .............. 0-4
5/11 ......vs. Mississippi State# ............ L .............. 3-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Ohio State
NCAA Tournament hosted by Georgia
1999-00
18-8, 9-1 Big Ten (T-1st)
Coach:  Chuck Merzbacher
Big Ten Regular Season Title
NCAA Tournament Team Participant
1/22......Illinois State ........................... W ............ 8-1
1/22......Akron ..................................... W ............ 9-0
1/28......West Virginia ......................... W ............ 9-0
1/30......Marquette .............................. W ............ 5-4
2/11 ......vs. Kansas ............................. W ............ 7-2
2/12......at Duke .................................. L .............. 4-5
2/16......Cincinnati ............................... W ............ 8-1
2/25......at Minnesota•......................... W ............ 4-3
3/2........vs. Notre Dame ..................... L .............. 1-8
3/11 ......at Kentucky ............................ L .............. 4-5
3/12......at Tennessee ......................... L .............. 3-6
3/25......at San Diego State ................ L .............. 3-5
3/25......at Wisconsin• ......................... W ............ 5-2
3/26......at Iowa•.................................. L .............. 2-5
4/1........Penn State• ........................... W ............ 4-3
4/4........Miami (Ohio) .......................... W ............ 6-1
4/8........Northwestern• ........................ W ............ 5-2
4/9........Illinois• ................................... W ............ 5-2
4/15......Purdue•.................................. W ............ 5-2
4/16......Indiana• ................................. W ............ 4-3
4/22......at Michigan State• ................. W ............ 7-0
4/23......at Michigan• ........................... W ............ 5-2
4/28......vs. Michigan* ......................... W ............ 4-1
4/29......vs. Minnesota* ....................... L .............. 2-4
5/13......vs. Miami (Fla.) #  .................. W ............ 5-3
5/14......at Georgia #  .......................... L .............. 0-5
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Michigan
NCAA Tournament hosted by Georgia
1998-99
14-11, 6-4 Big Ten (6th) 
Coach:  Chuck Merzbacher
NCAA Tournament Team Participant
1/16......Illinois State ........................... W ............ 8-1
1/16......Akron ..................................... W ............ 9-0
1/24......at Marquette .......................... W ............ 7-2
1/31......Tennessee ............................. L .............. 4-5
2/12......Notre Dame ........................... L .............. 1-8
2/13......vs. Duke ................................ L .............. 0-9
2/16......Ball State ............................... W ............ 9-0
2/21......vs. West Virginia .................... W ............ 7-0
2/27......Michigan • .............................. W ............ 4-3
2/28......Michigan State • .................... W ............ 6-1
3/5........at Penn State • ...................... W ............ 6-1
3/7........Marshall ................................. W ............ 7-0
3/13......Kentucky ................................ W ............ 5-4
3/22......vs. Georgia Tech ................... L .............. 4-5
3/24......at Miami (Fla.) ....................... L .............. 2-7
3/27......at Indiana • ............................ W ............ 4-3
3/27......at Purdue •............................. W ............ 5-2
4/7........at Miami (Ohio) ...................... W ............ 6-1
4/10......at Illinois • .............................. L .............. 3-4
4/11 ......at Northwestern • ................... L .............. 1-6
R E S U LT S  B Y  S E A S O N
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4/16......Iowa •..................................... W ............ 6-1
4/18......Wisconsin • ............................ L .............. 3-4
4/23......Minnesota •............................ L .............. 3-4
4/29......vs. Illinois* ............................. L .............. 2-5
5/14......vs. Louisiana State # ............. L .............. 2-5
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Michigan State
NCAA Tournament hosted by Pepperdine
1997-98
10-14, 2-8 Big Ten (9th)
Coach:  Chuck Merzbacher
1/18......DePaul ................................... W ............ 6-1
1/18......Bowling Green ....................... W ............ 7-0
1/24......at Tennessee ......................... L .............. 2-7
1/31......West Virginia ......................... W ............ 7-0
2/13......at Notre Dame ....................... L .............. 2-7
2/14......vs. Boston College ................ W ............ 8-1
2/20......at Kentucky ............................ L .............. 2-7
2/21......vs. Maryland .......................... L .............. 1-8
2/28......Indiana State ......................... W ............ 7-2
2/28......Cincinnati ............................... W ............ 6-3
3/7........Iowa•...................................... L .............. 3-4
3/8........Minnesota•............................. L .............. 1-6
3/24......vs. Kansas State ................... L .............. 3-6
3/28......at Michigan State• ................. W ............ 4-3
3/29......at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 2-5
4/4........at Indiana• ............................. L .............. 2-5
4/11 ......at Northwestern• .................... L .............. 2-5
4/12......at Wisconsin• ......................... L .............. 2-5
4/15......Miami (Ohio) .......................... W ............ 5-2
4/18......Purdue•.................................. L .............. 2-5
4/19......Illinois• ................................... L .............. 3-4
4/26......at Penn State• ....................... W ............ 5-2
4/30......vs. Illinois* ............................. W ............ 4-1
5/3........vs. Wisconsin* ....................... L .............. 1-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Wisconsin
1996-97
12-13, 4-6 Big Ten (7th)
Coach:  Chuck Merzbacher
1/25......vs. West Virginia .................... W ............ 4-3
1/31......at Virginia .............................. W ............ 5-4
2/1........at Richmond .......................... L .............. 4-5
2/7........at Ball State ........................... W ............ 7-0
2/14......Indiana• ................................. L .............. 1-6
2/22......at New Mexico ....................... L .............. 0-9
2/23......vs. Oregon ............................. L .............. 4-5
2/28......at Miami (Ohio) ...................... W ............ 6-1
3/2........Penn State• ........................... W ............ 5-2
3/7........at Minnesota•......................... L .............. 1-6
3/9........at Iowa•.................................. L .............. 1-6
3/14......Marquette .............................. L .............. 2-7
3/24......vs. UC Irvine .......................... W ............ 9-0
3/24......vs. SW Missouri St  ............... W ............ 9-0
3/25......vs. Nebraska ......................... L .............. 4-5
3/25......vs. Brown ............................... L .............. 2-7
4/4........Michigan• ............................... L .............. 0-7
4/5........Michigan State• ..................... W ............ 4-3
4/5........Bowling Green ....................... W ............ 9-0
4/10......Western Michigan .................. W ............ 6-3
4/12......Northwestern• ........................ W ............ 4-3
4/13......Wisconsin• ............................. L .............. 1-6
4/19......at Illinois• ............................... L .............. 3-4
4/20......at Purdue•.............................. W ............ 6-1
4/24......vs. Penn State* ...................... L .............. 1-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Purdue
1995-96
12-12, 2-8 Big Ten (T-8th) 
Coach:  LeeAnn Massucci
2/3........West Virginia ......................... W ............ 4-3
2/10......Penn State• ........................... W ............ 4-3
2/16......vs. DePaul ............................. W  ........... 4-3
2/17......at Marquette .......................... W ............ 5-4
2/24......vs. Southern Illinois ............... W ............ 6-1
2/25......at Louisville ............................ W ............ 7-2
3/1........Illinois• ................................... L .............. 1-6
3/15......vs. Washington ...................... L .............. 2-7
3/16......vs. SMU ................................. W ............ 5-4
3/19......vs. Nebraska ......................... W ............ 4-3
3/27......Purdue•.................................. L .............. 1-6
3/29......at Indiana• ............................. L .............. 2-5
4/3........at Western Michigan .............. W ............ 4-3
4/6........Minnesota•............................. L .............. 1-5
4/7........Iowa•...................................... W ............ 5-2
4/9........Ball State ............................... W ............ 4-3
4/13......at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 2-5
4/14......at Michigan State• ................. L .............. 2-5
4/16......Miami (Ohio) .......................... W ............ 5-2
4/20......at Wisconsin• ......................... L .............. 2-5
4/21......at Northwestern• .................... L .............. 2-5
4/22......at Penn State• ....................... L .............. 2-4
5/3........vs. Minnesota* ....................... L .............. 0-6
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Wisconsin
1994-95
13-9, 2-9 Big Ten (9th) 
Coach:  LeeAnn Massucci
1/20......vs. West Virginia .................... W ............ 8-1
1/21......vs. Temple ............................. W ............ 5-1
2/3........Eastern Michigan ................... W ............ 9-0
2/4........Indiana• ................................. L .............. 1-8
2/10......Wisconsin• ............................. L .............. 3-6
2/11 ......Northwestern• ........................ L .............. 1-8
2/17......at Ball State ........................... W ............ 5-4
2/18......Marquette .............................. W ............ 8-1
2/24......vs. DePaul ............................. W ............ 7-2
2/25......at Louisville ............................ W ............ 8-1
2/25......vs. Southern Illinois ............... W ............ 6-3
3/3........Bowling Green ....................... W ............ 9-0
3/10......Michigan• ............................... L .............. 0-9
3/18......vs. Palisades White ............... W ............ 6-3
3/22......vs. Palisades Blue ................. L .............. 0-9
3/25......at Purdue•.............................. L .............. 3-6
3/26......at Illinois• ............................... L .............. 3-6
4/5........at Miami (Ohio) ...................... W ............ 6-3
4/7........Western Michigan .................. W ............ 5-4
4/9........Penn State• ........................... W ............ 7-2
4/14......at Iowa•.................................. L .............. 1-8
4/16......at Minnesota•......................... L .............. 2-7
4/23......Michigan State• ..................... W ............ 6-3
4/28......vs. Minnesota* ....................... L .............. 3-6
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Illinois
1993-94
10-13, 3-8 Big Ten (9th)
Coach:  LeeAnn Massucci
1/22......Toledo .................................... W ............ 9-0
2/4........at Wisconsin• ......................... L .............. 0-9
2/5........at Northwestern• .................... L .............. 1-8
2/6........at Marquette .......................... L .............. 4-5
2/1........at Michigan State• ................. W ............ 5-4
2/13......at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 2-7
2/18......at Eastern Michigan ............... W ............ 6-3
2/19......at Western Michigan .............. W ............ 5-4
2/25......Louisville ................................ W ............ 8-1
2/26......Cincinnati ............................... W ............ 8-1
3/5........Bowling Green ....................... W ............ 8-1
3/22......at South Florida ..................... L .............. 0-6
3/25......vs. UNC-Charlotte ................. W ............ 8-1
3/26......at Furman .............................. L .............. 4-5
4/9........Purdue•.................................. W ............ 5-4
4/10......Illinois• ................................... L .............. 0-9
4/13......at Indiana• ............................. L .............. 2-7
4/16......at Penn State• ....................... L .............. 2-7
4/20......Miami (Ohio) .......................... L .............. 3-6
4/23......Iowa•...................................... L .............. 3-6
4/24......Minnesota•............................. L .............. 1-5
4/27......vs. Purdue* ............................ W ............ 5-0
5/1........vs. Penn State* ...................... L .............. 3-5
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Iowa
1992-93
7-12, 3-8 Big Ten (10th) 
Coach:  LeeAnn Massucci
1/16......Eastern Michigan ................... W ............ 9-0
1/23......West Virginia ......................... W ............ 9-0
2/6........Western Michigan .................. L .............. 4-5
2/12......at Minnesota•......................... L .............. 2-7
2/14......at Iowa•.................................. L .............. 1-8
3/6........Indiana• ................................. L .............. 0-9
3/21......vs. Nevada-Reno ................... W ............ 7-2
3/24......vs. Santa Clara ...................... W ............ 9-0
3/27......Michigan• ............................... L .............. 2-7
3/28......Michigan State• ..................... W ............ 6-3
4/7........at Miami (Ohio) ...................... L .............. 3-6
4/9........Wisconsin• ............................. L .............. 1-5
4/10......Northwestern• ........................ L .............. 4-5
4/17......Notre Dame ........................... L .............. 0-6
4/18......Penn State• ........................... W ............ 6-3
4/24......at Illinois• ............................... W ............ 6-3
4/24......at Purdue•.............................. W ............ 7-2
4/30......vs. Minnesota* ....................... L .............. 2-5
4/30......vs. Penn State* ...................... L .............. 4-5
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Big Ten Tournament hosted by Indiana
1991-92
11-11, 3-8 Big Ten (8th) 
Coach:  LeeAnn Massucci
1/18......Eastern Michigan ................... W ............ 9-0
2/18......at Indiana• ............................. L .............. 1-8
2/23......Marquette .............................. W ............ 6-3
2/28......at West Virginia ..................... W ............ 7-2
2/29......vs. Virginia Tech .................... W ............ 6-3
3/7........Miami (Ohio) .......................... L .............. 4-5
3/13......at Michigan State• ................. L .............. 4-5
3/14......at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 1-8
3/23......at Long Beach State .............. W ............ 8-1
3/28......Minnesota•............................. L .............. 4-5
3/29......Iowa•...................................... L .............. 2-5
4/3........at Penn State• ....................... W ............ 5-4
4/4........vs. James Madison ................ W ............ 6-3
4/11 ......at Wisconsin• ......................... L .............. 2-7
4/12......at Northwestern• .................... W ............ 5-4
4/18......Illinois• ................................... L .............. 1-6
4/19......Purdue•.................................. W ............ 7-2
4/24......vs. Michigan State* ................ W ............ 5-2
4/25......vs. Indiana* ............................ L .............. 0-5
4/26......vs. Michigan* ......................... L .............. 1-5
4/26......vs. Minnesota* ....................... L .............. 1-5
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Northwestern
1990-91
13-14, 3-10 Big Ten (7th) 
Coach:  LeeAnn Massucci
10/16....at Bowling Green ................... W ............ 8-1
10/23....at Toledo ................................ W ............ 9-0
2/1........vs. UAB ................................. W ............ 9-0
2/2........at Alabama ............................ L .............. 1-8
2/3........vs. South Alabama ................ W ............ 6-3
2/8........at Bradley .............................. W ............ 9-0
2/9........at Illinois State ....................... W ............ 5-1
2/23......at Western Michigan .............. W ............ 5-4
2/24......at Eastern Michigan ............... W ............ 8-1
3/1........at West Virginia ..................... W ............ 6-3
3/2........at North Carolina State .......... W ............ 7-2
3/22......at Illinois ................................ L .............. 4-5
3/23......at Purdue ............................... W ............ 6-3
3/24......at Notre Dame ....................... L .............. 0-9
3/26......at South Florida ..................... L .............. 1-8
4/5........at Minnesota .......................... L .............. 2-7
4/7........at Iowa ................................... L .............. 3-6
4/11 ......at Miami (Ohio) ...................... L .............. 3-6
4/13......Michigan State ....................... L .............. 4-5
4/14......Michigan ................................ L .............. 2-7
4/16......Indiana ................................... L .............. 1-8
4/19......Wisconsin .............................. L .............. 0-9
4/20......Northwestern ......................... L .............. 2-7
4/26......vs. Minnesota* ....................... W ............ 5-2
4/26......at. Wisconsin* ........................ L .............. 0-5
4/27......vs. Michigan State* ................ L  ............. 0-5
4/28......vs. Purdue* ............................ W ............ 5-2
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Wisconsin
1989-90
11-13, 4-7 Big Ten (9th)
Coach:  LeeAnn Massucci
9/29......Eastern Kentucky .................. W ............ 9-0
10/1......Bowling Green ....................... W ............ 8-1
10/3......Kenyon .................................. W ............ 9-0
10/25....at Ohio ................................... W ............ 6-3
10/28....Eastern Michigan ................... W ............ 8-1
1/13......Toledo .................................... W ............ 7-2
1/24......Kentucky ................................ L .............. 0-9
2/24......Wisconsin .............................. L .............. 0-9
2/25......Marquette .............................. L .............. 1-8
3/3........Miami (Ohio) .......................... L .............. 2-7
3/20......at Arizona .............................. L .............. 1-8
3/24......at Arizona State ..................... L .............. 0-9
3/31......Purdue ................................... W ............ 6-3
4/1........Illinois .................................... L .............. 1-8
4/7........Western Michigan .................. L .............. 2-7
4/8........Notre Dame ........................... W ............ 7-2
4/10......at Indiana ............................... L .............. 0-9
4/13......Iowa ....................................... L .............. 2-7
4/14......Minnesota .............................. W ............ 5-4
4/21......at Michigan ............................ L .............. 1-8
4/22......at Michigan St. ....................... W ............ 5-4
4/27......vs. Purdue* ............................ L .............. 4-5
4/28......vs. Michigan* ......................... L .............. 0-5
4/29......vs. Michigan State* ................ W ............ 5-3
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Illinois
1988-89
9-16, 1-8 Big Ten (9th)
Coach:  LeeAnn Massucci
10/13....Bowling Green ....................... W ............ 8-1
10/18....at Ball State ........................... W ............ 9-0
10/25....Ohio University ...................... W ............ 5-4
10/29....at Marquette .......................... W ............ 6-3
1/14......Wisconsin• ............................. L .............. 0-9
2/25......at Western Michigan .............. L .............. 2-5
2/26......at Eastern Michigan ............... L .............. 1-8
3/4........at Miami (Ohio) ...................... L .............. 3-6
3/18......at Rollins ................................ L .............. 1-8
3/20......at Central Florida ................... W ............ 8-1
3/22......vs. Rutgers  ........................... L .............. 1-8
3/25......Michigan• ............................... L .............. 2-7
3/26......Michigan State• ..................... L .............. 3-6
4/1........Kenyon College ..................... W ............ 8-1
4/2........Northwestern• ........................ L .............. 1-8
4/7........at Notre Dame ....................... L .............. 3-6
4/8........at Purdue•.............................. L .............. 4-5
4/9........at Illinois• ............................... L .............. 3-6
4/15......Indiana• ................................. L .............. 0-9
4/21......at Minnesota•......................... L .............. 0-9
4/23......at Iowa•.................................. W ............ 5-4
4/28......vs. Illinois* ............................. L .............. 3-5
4/29......vs. Michigan State* ................ L .............. 1-5
4/30......vs. Michigan* ......................... W ............ 5-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Indiana
1987-88
10-18, 1-8 Big Ten (8th)
Coach:  LeeAnn Massucci
10/11 ....McMaster ............................... W ............ 9-0
10/16....Eastern Kentucky .................. W ............ 7-2
10/18....Toledo .................................... W ............ 7-2
2/5........vs. Utah ................................. L .............. 1-8
2/5........vs. Alabama ........................... L .............. 3-6
2/6........vs. Arkansas .......................... L .............. 2-7
3/4........Notre Dame ........................... W ............ 7-2
3/6........Miami (Ohio) .......................... L .............. 2-7
3/12......Illinois• ................................... W ............ 5-4
3/19......vs. Furman ............................ W ............ 5-4
3/23......vs. Rutgers ............................ L .............. 3-6
3/26......Iowa•...................................... L .............. 4-5
3/27......Minnesota•............................. L .............. 3-6
3/29......at Ball State ........................... W ............ 9-0
4/1........at Michigan State• ................. L .............. 1-8
4/2........at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 3-6
4/5........at Bowling Green ................... W ............ 9-0
4/8........at Wisconsin• ......................... L .............. 0-9
4/9........vs. Florida .............................. L .............. 3-6
4/10......at Northwestern• .................... L .............. 3-6
4/15......Purdue•.................................. L .............. 4-5
4/16......Eastern Michigan ................... L .............. 4-5
4/19......at Ohio University .................. W ............ 5-1
4/29......at Indiana* ............................. L .............. 0-9
4/29......vs. Purdue* ............................ L .............. 3-6
4/29......vs. Minnesota* ....................... W ............ 5-4
5/1........vs. Purdue* ............................ L .............. 2-7
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Indiana
1986-87 
14-16, 2-8 Big Ten (8th) 
Coach:  LeeAnn Massucci
1/22......at Minnesota•......................... L .............. 0-9
1/30......Wisconsin• ............................. L .............. 1-8
2/1........Miami (Ohio) .......................... L .............. 3-6
2/6........at Western Michigan .............. L .............. 0-9
2/7........at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 4-5
2/8........Eastern Michigan ................... W ............ 5-4
3/7........Michigan State• ..................... L .............. 4-5
3/8........Michigan• ............................... W ............ 5-4
3/20......vs. Rutgers ............................ W ............ 5-4
3/22......vs. Charleston  ...................... W ............ 7-2
3/23......vs. South Carolina ................. L .............. 2-7
3/24......vs. Georgia Southern ............ W ............ 8-1
3/25......vs. Tennessee ....................... L .............. 1-8
4/3........vs. Notre Dame ..................... W ............ 5-4
4/4........vs. Southern Illinois ............... L .............. 1-7
4/5........vs. Wheaton .......................... W ............ 8-0
4/7........Bowling Green ....................... W ............ 8-1
4/11 ......Indiana• ................................. L .............. 2-7
4/12......Purdue•.................................. L .............. 4-5
4/28......at Ohio University .................. W ............ 8-1
5/1........vs. Illinois* ............................. L .............. 3-6
5/1........vs. Michigan State* ................ W ............ 5-4
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5/3........vs. Iowa* ................................ L .............. 1-7
5/3........vs. Illinois* ............................. L .............. 4-5
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Ohio State
1985-86
13-17, 2-8 Big Ten (8th) 
Coach:  LeeAnn Massucci
10/5......vs. Tennessee ....................... L .............. 1-8
10/5......vs. Eastern Kentucky ............. W ............ 8-1
1/17......Northwestern• ........................ L .............. 0-9
2/8........Michigan• ............................... L .............. 3-6
2/28......Miami (Ohio) .......................... L .............. 2-7
3/2........Minnesota•............................. L .............. 2-7
3/8........vs. Illinois State ..................... W ............ 7-2
3/8........vs. Iowa• ................................ L .............. 2-7
3/20......vs. Tennessee ....................... W ............ 5-4
3/28......vs. Auburn ............................. L .............. 2-7
3/28......vs. Illinois•.............................. L .............. 2-7
3/28......vs. Rice .................................. L .............. 1-8
4/2........at Bowling Green ................... W ............ 9-0
4/5........at Northern Illinois ................. W ............ 7-2
4/6........at Wisconsin• ......................... L .............. 1-8
4/8........Denison ................................. W ............ 9-0
4/11 ......Illinois• ................................... W ............ 5-4
4/12......St. Mary’s College ................. W ............ 9-0
4/13......Purdue•.................................. L .............. 2-7
4/16......Cleveland State ..................... W ............ 9-0
4/19......Notre Dame ........................... L .............. 3-6
4/23......Ball State ............................... W ............ 9-0
4/25......at Michigan State• ................. L .............. 3-6
4/26......at Michigan• ........................... W ............ 6-3
4/27......at Eastern Michigan ............... L .............. 4-5
4/29......at Ohio University .................. W ............ 8-1
5/2........vs. Illinois* ............................. L .............. 3-6
5/2........vs. Michigan State* ................ W ............ 5-4
5/3........vs. Iowa* ................................ L .............. 1-7
5/4........vs. Illinois* ............................. L .............. 4-5
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Illinois
1984-85
13-14, 4-8 Big Ten (9th) 
Coach:  Barbara Mueller
2/22......vs. Eastern Kentucky ............. W ............ 7-2
2/22......vs. Purdue ............................. W ............ 6-3
2/22......at Louisville ............................ W ............ 6-3
3/2........Miami (Ohio) .......................... L .............. 2-7
3/8........Iowa•...................................... W ............ 8-1
3/9........Notre Dame ........................... L .............. 2-7
3/24......at Jacksonville ....................... L .............. 1-8
3/25......at Florida JC .......................... L .............. 3-6
3/26......at North Florida ...................... L .............. 4-5
3/27......at Flagler ............................... L .............. 3-6
3/29......at Rollins ................................ W ............ 7-2
4/5........Eastern Michigan ................... W ............ 7-2
4/9........Michigan• ............................... W ............ 7-2
4/10......Kentucky ................................ L .............. 0-9
4/13......at Minnesota•......................... L .............. 2-7
4/14......at St. Cloud State .................. W ............ 8-1
4/17......Indiana• ................................. L .............. 1-8
4/20......at Illinois• ............................... L .............. 1-8
4/21......at Purdue•.............................. L .............. 4-5
4/24......at Bowling Green ................... W ............ 8-1
4/25......Ohio University ...................... W ............ 6-3
4/27......at Michigan State• ................. L .............. 2-7
4/29......at St Mary’s ........................... W ............ 8-1
4/30......Toledo .................................... W ............ 5-4
5/3........vs. Michigan* ......................... L .............. 3-5
5/3........vs. Purdue* ............................ L .............. 3-6
5/3........vs. Iowa*     ............................ W ............ 5-4
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Iowa
1983-84
12-14, Big Ten 2-7 (8th)
Coach:  Barbara Mueller
10/8......Cincinnati ............................... W ............ 9-0
10/15....at Penn State ......................... W ............ 7-2
10/15....vs. Princeton  ......................... L .............. 4-5
10/16....vs. Maryland .......................... W ............ 6-2
2/17......vs. Eastern Kentucky ............. W  ........... 8-1
3/2........vs. Minnesota ........................ L .............. 3-6
3/4........vs. Miami (Ohio) .................... L .............. 1-8
3/18......at North Florida ...................... L .............. 3-6
3/19......at Florida JC .......................... L .............. 3-6
3/20......at Jacksonville ....................... L .............. 4-5
3/22......at Florida Southern ................ W ............ 6-3
3/24......at South Florida ..................... L .............. 2-7
3/30......Western Michigan .................. L .............. 2-7
3/31......Wisconsin• ............................. L .............. 2-7
4/6........Purdue•.................................. L .............. 4-5
4/11 ......Ohio  ...................................... W ............ 7-2
4/13......at Michigan State• ................. W ............ 6-3
4/14......at Michigan• ........................... L .............. 2-7
4/15......at Eastern Michigan ............... W ............ 5-4
4/20......at Northwestern• .................... L .............. 0-9
4/21......at Iowa•.................................. W ............ 5-4
4/24......Bowling Green ....................... W ............ 9-0
4/25......at Indiana ............................... L .............. 2-7
5/1........at Toledo ................................ W ............ 6-3
5/2........Otterbein ................................ W ............ 8-0
5/4........vs. Iowa* ................................ W ............ 5-1
5/5........vs. Northwestern* .................. L .............. 0-9
5/5........vs. Wisconsin* ....................... L .............. 3-6
5/6........vs. Illinois* ............................. L .............. 4-5
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Minnesota
1982-83
18-17, Big Ten (3-6-8th)
Coach:  Barbara Mueller
10/8......Eastern Michigan ................... W  ........... 8-1 
10/9......Cincinnati ............................... W  ........... 6-3
10/10....Indiana• ................................. L  ............. 0-9
10/15....South Carolina  ...................... L .............. 0-9
10/16....Princeton ............................... L .............. 0-9
10/17....Penn State  ............................ L  ............. 3-6
2/8........Miami (Ohio) .......................... W  ........... 6-3
3/4........at Kentucky ............................ L  ............. 3-6
3/5........at Tennessee ......................... L  ............. 2-7
3/6........at Eastern Kentucky .............. W ............ 8-1
3/19......at Florida State ...................... L .............. 0-9
3/21......at Flager ................................ W  ........... 8-1
3/22......at Rollins ................................ L .............. 0-9
3/24......at Stetson .............................. W ............ 5-4
3/25......at Georgia .............................. L  ............. 0-9
3/26......Wisconsin• ............................. L  ............. 4-5
4/1........at Minnesota•......................... L  ............. 0-9
4/2........at St. Cloud   .......................... W  ........... 8-1
4/6........Ohio University  ..................... W  ........... 8-1
4/8........at Purdue•.............................. W  ........... 7-2
4/9........at Illinois-Champ .................... W  ........... 5-4
4/9........at Southern Illinois ................. W
4/15......Michigan State•  .................... W  ........... 5-4
4/16......Michigan• ............................... L  ............. 3-6
4/20......at Bowling Green ................... W  ........... 7-2
4/22......Northwestern• ........................ L  ............. 0-9
4/23......Iowa•...................................... W  ........... 5-4
4/26......at Indiana• ............................. L  ............. 0-9 
4/27......Toledo .................................... L  ............. 4-5
4/29......Ball State  .............................. W ............ 9-0
4/30......Miami (Ohio) .......................... W  ........... 5-4
5/6 .......Big Ten  ................................. 7/10
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Purdue
1981-82
8-20, Big Ten 1-9 (10th)
Coach:  Barbara Mueller
10/16....Michigan• ............................... L  ............. 2-7
10/17....Princeton ............................... L  ............. 0-9
10/18....Penn State  ............................ L  ............. 4-5
10/21....Indiana• ................................. L  ............. 0-9
2/12......Northwestern• ........................ L  ............. 0-9
2/13......Kentucky ................................ W ...........  5-4
3/20......at Florida State ...................... L  ............. 0-9
3/23......at South Florida ..................... L  ............. 0-9
3/25......at Broward ............................. W ...........  5-1
3/26......at Southern Alabama ............. L  ............. 4-5
3/27......at Stetson .............................. W ...........  8-1
4/9........Wisconsin• ............................. L  ............. 3-6
4/10......Michigan State• ..................... L  ............. 3-6
4/11 ......Michigan• ............................... L  ............. 0-9
4/14......Bowling Green ....................... W ...........  6-3
4/17......at Indiana• ............................. L  ............. 0-9
4/18......at Purdue•.............................. L  ............. 2-7
4/20......at Miami (Ohio) ...................... L  ............. 3-6
4/23......Iowa•...................................... L  ............. 4-5
4/24......Wisconsin• ............................. L  ............. 2-7
4/25......Minnesota•............................. L  ............. 3-6
4/28 .....Denison ................................. W  ........... 8-1 
5/1........Cincinnati ............................... W  ........... 8-1
5/3........Morehead State  .................... L  ............. 2-7
5/7........at Ohio University  ................. W ............ 9-0
5/14......Illinois• ................................... W ............ 6-3
5/14......Indiana• ................................. L  ............. 0-9 
5/15......Wisconsin• ............................. L  ............. 4-5
Big Ten Tournament hosted by Wisconsin
R E S U LT S  B Y  S E A S O N




Coach:  Barbara Mueller
9/2........Virginia .................................. L  ............. 3-6 
9/27......Penn State ............................. L  ............. 3-6 
9/28......Princeton ............................... L  ............. 1-8 
9/28......Harvard .................................. L  ............. 2-5 
10/3......Northern Kentucky ................. W  ........... 8-1 
10/22....Miami (Ohio) .......................... L  ............. 3-6 
10/29....Indiana• ................................. L  ............. 1-8 
3/22......Calif. St. Fullerton .................. L  ............. 4-5 
3/23......Calif.  St. Northridge  ............. L  ............. 2-7 
3/25......Loyola Mary  .......................... W  ........... 9-0 
3/26......Santa Clara ........................... L  ............. 2-7 
3/27......Northern Colorado ................. W  ........... 7-2 
3/28......Calif.  Poly-Pom  .................... W  ........... 7-2 
4/4........Purdue•.................................. W  ........... 5-4 
4/4........Michigan• ............................... L  ............. 4-5 
4/10......Northwestern• ........................ L  ............. 1-8 
4/11 ......Wisconsin• ............................. L  ............. 1-8 
4/11 ......Iowa•...................................... L  ............. 1-8 
4/14......Cincinnati ............................... W ............ 9-0 
4/15......Indiana• ................................. L  ............. 3-6
4/24......Michigan State•  .................... L  ............. 3-6
4/24......Purdue•.................................. W ............ 5-4
4/25......Minnesota•............................. W  ........... 6-3
4/25......Michigan State•  .................... L  ............. 3-6 
4/30......Miami (Ohio) .......................... W  ........... 6-3 
5/2........Toledo .................................... W  ........... 7-2 
5/2........Bowling Green  ...................... W  ........... 7-2 
5/8........Bowling Green ....................... W  ........... 7-2 
5/9........Miami (Ohio) .......................... W  ........... 6-3 
5/15......Wisconsin• ............................. L .............. 2-7 
5/16......Miami (Ohio) .......................... W  ........... 5-4 
5/17......Michigan• ............................... L  ............. 1-8
1979-80
10-11
Coach:  Barbara Mueller
2/2........Michigan• ............................... L  ............. 2-7
3/22......Florida State .......................... L  ............. 3-6
3/23......Auburn ................................... L  ............. 1-8
3/24......Florida Southern .................... W  ........... 6-3
3/25......Stetson .................................. W  ........... 5-4
3/26......Rollins .................................... L  ............. 3-6
4/4........Indiana• ................................. L  ............. 0-9
4/5........Purdue•.................................. L  ............. 4-5
4/5........Michigan State•  .................... W  ........... 6-3
4/7........Cincinnati ............................... W  ........... 9-0
4/9........Kent State  ............................. W  ........... 9-0
4/11 ......Tennessee ............................. L  ............. 1-8
4/11 ......Wisconsin• ............................. L  ............. 0-9
4/12......Penn State•  .......................... L  ............. 3-6
4/12......Michigan• ............................... L  ............. 2-7
4/19......Toledo .................................... W  ........... 6-3
4/27......Ohio University ...................... W  ........... 9-0
4/30......Miami (Ohio) .......................... W  ........... 5-4
5/3* ......Minnesota Inv. ....................... 3rd 
4/25......Big Ten .................................. 5th
1978-79
13-5
Coach:  Barbara Mueller
10/27....Miami (Ohio)  ......................... W ............ 8-0 
11/4 ......vs. SW Missouri ..................... W  ........... 9-0
11/4 ......vs. Kansas ............................. W  ........... 9-0
11/4 ......at Missouri ............................. W  ........... 7-0
3/19......Florida State  ......................... L  ............. 3-6
3/20......Miami (Fla.) ........................... L  ............. 2-7
3/23......vs. Central Fla.  ..................... W  ........... 8-0
3/24......Rollins “A” .............................. L  ............. 2-7
3/24......Rollins “B” .............................. W  ........... 5-4
3/31......Minnesota•............................. L  ............. 4-5
4/7........Michigan State•  .................... W  ........... 8-1 
4/8........Michigan• ............................... W  ........... 7-2
4/8........Kenyon .................................. W  ........... 9-0
4/21......S. Illinois ................................ W  ........... 9-0
4/21......Indiana• ................................. L  ............. 4-5
4/22......at Northwestern• .................... W  ........... 6-3
4/22......Miami (Ohio) .......................... W  ........... 7-2
5/5........Penn State  ............................ W  ........... 9-0




3/18......Duke ...................................... L  ............. 2-7 
3/18......Charleston ............................. W  ........... 5-4 
3/19......Wake Forest .......................... W  ........... 6-3 
3/20......North Carolina ....................... L  ............. 1-8 
3/21......South Carolina ....................... W  ........... 6-3 
3/22......Furman .................................. W  ........... 9-0 
3/31......Minnesota•............................. W  ........... 8-1 
4/1........Purdue•.................................. W  ........... 9-0 
4/7........Indiana• ................................. W  ........... 9-0 
4/8........Michigan State•  .................... W  ........... 9-0 
4/12......Miami (Ohio) .......................... W  ........... 7-2 
4/18......Denison ................................. W  ........... 9-0 
4/22......Missouri ................................. W  ........... 9-0 
5/2........Oberlin ................................... W  ........... 9-0 
5/6........Penn State  ............................ L  ............. 3-6 
5/6........Michigan• ............................... L  ............. 1-8 




3/18......Tenn. Chattanooga ................ L  ............. 4-5
3/19......Florida ................................... L  ............. 2-7
3/21......Miami (Fla.) ........................... L  ............. 2-7
3/22......Rollins .................................... L  ............. 0-9
3/23......South Florida ......................... L  ............. 3-6
3/31......Capital ................................... W  ........... 9-0
4/5........Ohio Wesleyan  ..................... W  ........... 7-2
4/8........Purdue•.................................. W  ........... 9-0
4/8........Michigan State•  .................... W  ........... 9-0
4/9........Michigan• ............................... W  ........... 7-2
4/12......Ohio University  ..................... W  ........... 8-1
4/19......Denison ................................. W  ........... 9-0
4/20......Miami (Ohio) .......................... W  ........... 8-1
4/23......Kentucky ................................ W  ........... 8-1
4/24......Michigan• ............................... W  ........... 7-2
5/3........Oberlin ................................... W ............ 9-0




3/19......at Duke .................................. L .............  0-9
3/20......at North Carolina  .................. L .............  0-9
3/22......vs. Rollins .............................. L .............  2-7
3/23......vs. Miami  .............................. L .............. 0-9
3/24......at Vanderbilt .......................... W ...........  9-0
4/2-3 ....Tennessee ............................. L  ............. 4-5
4/2-3 ....Pennsylvania ......................... W ...........  7-2
4/2-3 ....Wisconsin• ............................. W ...........  7-2
4/9........Michigan State•  .................... W ...........  6-3
4/9........Pittsburgh .............................. W ...........  8-1
4/10......Purdue•.................................. W  ........... 7-2
4/16......at Cincinnati ........................... W  ........... 9-0
4/17......at Kentucky ............................ W  ........... 7-2 
4/17......vs. Tennessee ....................... W  ........... 8-0
4/29......Miami ..................................... W  ........... 7-2
5/7........vs. Princeton .......................... L  ............. 1-8
5/8........at Penn State ......................... W  ........... 5-4
4/13-15 ..OAIS Tournament .................. 1st/16




4/12......Kalamazoo ............................ W  ........... 9-0 
4/16......Cincinnati ............................... W  ........... 9-0 
4/19......Kentucky ................................ W  ........... 9-0 
4/15......Big Ten .................................. 1st
5/8........Ohio Wesleyan  ..................... W  ........... 9-0 
5/10......Penn State  ............................ W  ........... 9-0 
5/13......Bowling Green  ...................... W  ........... 9-0 




4/6........Miami (Ohio) .......................... W  ........... 8-1
4/10......Wittenberg ............................. T ............. 3-3
4/17......Cincinnati ............................... W  ........... 6-3
4/20......Michigan State  ...................... W  ........... 8-1
4/20......Bowling Green ....................... W  ........... 9-0
4/24......Denison ................................. W  ........... 5-0
4/26......Big Ten .................................. 2nd/10
5/9........Ohio Wesleyan   .................... W  ........... 8-1
R E S U LT S  B Y  S E A S O N
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2014 AWARDS AND HONORS
ITA Midwest Rookie Player of 
the Year
Gabriella De Santis
Big Ten Freshman of the Year
Gabriella De Santis
All-Big Ten First Team
Gabriella De Santis
Miho Kowase
All-Big Ten Second Team
Sandy Niehaus
Big Ten Sportsmanship Honoree
Noelle Malley
Big Ten Athlete of the Week
Gabriella De Santis (April 1)













Final ITA National Rankings
Team - No. 37
Gabriella De Santis - No. 96 (singles)
De Santis/Niehaus - No. 63 (doubles)
O’Neill/Malley - No. 68 (doubles)
•  Ohio State returned to the NCAA Tournament for the first time since 2010, earning an at-large berth into the 64-team draw. It was the 11th 
appearance in the national tournament for the program and the first under second-year head coach Melissa Schaub. 
•  The Buckeyes finished third in the Big Ten with an 8-3 ledger in Big Ten play. It was the most wins for the squad in league action since 
2006, when the Big Ten began using just regular-season matches for final B1G records. It was the highest finish in the B1G since the team 
tied for third in 2011.  
•  The squad’s 19 wins in 2014 were one shy of the program record 20 set in 2010. The team’s 11 shutout victories set the program record, 
breaking the mark of 10 the 2010 recorded. 
•  The Buckeyes were a perfect 12-0 at home during 2014. The team last posted 12 or more consecutive wins at home in 2002, when the 
squad captured a program-record 14-straight matches at home.
•  Gabriella De Santis was named the Big Ten Freshman of the Year, the second Buckeye to earn the award from the B1G and the first since 
Kristy Dascoli in 1998. De Santis became the first Buckeye to receive the ITA’s Midwest Rookie Player of the Year honor.
•  De Santis, a unanimous selection, was joined on the All-Big Ten First Team by classmate Miho Kowase, while freshman Sandy Niehaus 
was a second team pick. De Santis and Kowase were the first Buckeyes named to the all-conference first team since 2010, while Niehaus 
was the first second team selection since 2011.
 
•  De Santis was 9-1 in B1G play, while Niehaus was 9-2. The duo of De Santis and Niehaus was a perfect 7-0 in B1G matches in doubles, 
while the tandem of Miho Kowase and Ferny Angeles Paz was also 7-0 in league matches. Niehaus and De Santis had a team-high 19 
doubles wins on the year, going 15-1 in dual matches, and ended the year on a 14-match winning streak. 
•  Niehaus led the team with 32 singles victories overall (losing just six matches), ranking second in program history for wins in a single sea-
son and by a freshman (Cami Hubbs, 36 in 2008). In dual matches, Niehaus, who won her last eight matches, had a team-best 22 victories. 
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Ohio State Tennis
Ohio State Season Results (Through games of Jun 09, 2014)
Overall record: 19-9  • Conference: 8-3  • Region: 0-0  • Home: 12-0  • Away: 4-6  • Neutral: 3-3
vs National ranked: 6-9  • vs Regional ranked: 0-0
Date Opponent Score Overall Conf Nation Region
Oct. 4-6, 2013 Akron Fall Invitiational  (University of Akron)
Oct. 10-12, 2013 ITA Midwest Regional Championships  (Ann Arbor, Mich.)
Oct. 25-27 Tennessee Fall Invite  (Knoxville, Tenn.)
Nov. 8-10, 2013 Jack Kramer Collegiate Tournament  (Los Angeles, Calif.)
Jan 18, 2014 at #19 Baylor L 3-4 0-1 0-0 #72
^ Jan. 18, 2014 vs Prairie View A&M W 7-0 1-1 0-0 #72
@ Jan 24, 2014 at #9 Miami L 2-4 1-2 0-0 #72
@ Jan 25, 2014 vs #59 South Florida L 1-4 1-3 0-0 #72
Jan 31, 2014 SYRACUSE W 4-0 2-3 0-0 #71
Jan 31, 2014 YOUNGSTOWN STATE W 7-0 3-3 0-0 #71
Feb 14, 2014 at #38 Kentucky L 2-4 3-4 0-0
Feb 21, 2014 #27 TENNESSEE W 4-3 4-4 0-0
* Feb 25, 2014 at Penn State W 7-0 5-4 1-0 #52
Mar 05, 2014 NORTHERN KENTUCKY W 7-0 6-4 1-0 #59
Mar 05, 2014 CINCINNATI W 6-1 7-4 1-0 #59
Mar 08, 2014 #75 PRINCETON W 6-1 8-4 1-0 #59
Mar 12, 2014 at UNLV W 6-1 9-4 1-0 #56
$ Mar 14, 2014 vs Marquette W 7-0 10-4 1-0 #56
* Mar 21, 2014 at #15 Michigan L 2-5 10-5 1-1 #51
* Mar 23, 2014 MICHIGAN STATE W 5-2 11-5 2-1 #51
* Mar 29, 2014 at #11 Northwestern L 1-6 11-6 2-2 #54
* Mar 30, 2014 at #37 Illinois L 3-4 11-7 2-3 #54
* Apr 04, 2014 #55 MINNESOTA W 7-0 12-7 3-3 #53
* Apr 06, 2014 WISCONSIN W 6-1 13-7 4-3 #53
Apr 06, 2014 WRIGHT STATE W 7-0 14-7 4-3 #53
* Apr 11, 2014 #41 INDIANA W 7-0 15-7 5-3 #49
* Apr 13, 2014 #37 PURDUE W 5-2 16-7 6-3 #49
* Apr 18, 2014 at Iowa W 6-1 17-7 7-3 #34
* Apr 20, 2014 at Nebraska W 4-0 18-7 8-3 #34
# Apr 25, 2014 vs #65 Minnesota W 4-0 19-7 8-3 #36
# Apr 26, 2014 vs #16 Northwestern L 0-4 19-8 8-3 #36
! May 09, 2014 vs #30 South Carolina L 1-4 19-9 8-3 #35
*Big Ten Conference match
@ITA Kickoff Weekend, Miami, Fla.
#Big Ten Tournament, Evanston, Ill.
!NCAA Tournament First Round, Durham, N.C.
^Waco, Texas
$Las Vegas, Nev.
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Ohio State Tennis
Ohio State Season Statistics (Through games of Jun 09, 2014)
Overall record: 19-9  • Conference: 8-3  • Region: 0-0  • Home: 12-0  • Away: 4-6  • Neutral: 3-3
vs National ranked: 6-9  • vs Regional ranked: 0-0
vs ranked Last
SINGLES Overall Dual Tour Conf 1 2 3 4 5 6 Nat'l Reg'l Strk 10 Career
Kelsey Becker 2-0 2-0 0-0 0-0 --- --- --- --- --- 2-0 0-0 0-0 W2 2-0 12-21
Nicole Flower 19-9 16-8 3-1 5-4 --- --- 1-0 2-2 7-3 6-3 0-0 0-0 L1 5-4 33-23
Miho Kowase 25-11 19-7 6-4 8-3 3-1 16-5 0-1 --- --- --- 0-4 0-0 L2 8-2 25-11
Noelle Malley 9-10 5-5 4-5 1-3 --- --- --- --- 5-3 0-2 0-0 0-0 W1 4-5 39-34
Sandy Niehaus 32-6 22-3 10-3 9-2 --- 0-1 11-1 8-1 3-0 --- 1-1 0-0 W8 8-1 32-6
Grainne O'Neill 21-13 14-7 7-6 6-4 --- --- 3-1 1-0 2-2 8-4 0-0 0-0 L1 5-2 33-27
Ferny Angeles Paz 24-8 15-5 9-3 6-2 --- 2-0 5-3 8-2 --- --- 0-1 0-0 W4 5-2 24-8
Gabriella De Santis 21-12 14-8 7-4 9-1 13-7 1-1 --- --- --- --- 4-6 0-0 L2 6-2 21-12
Totals 153-69 107-43 46-26 44-19 16-8 19-7 20-6 19-5 17-8 16-9 5-12 0-0
Percentage .689 .713 .639 .698 .667 .731 .769 .792 .680 .640 .294 .000
vs ranked Last
DOUBLES TEAMS Overall Dual Tour Conf 1 2 3 Nat'l Reg'l Strk 10
Miho Kowase/Grainne O'Neill 4-2 0-0 4-2 0-0 --- --- --- 0-0 0-0 L1 4-2
Sandy Niehaus/Gabriella De Santis 19-2 15-1 4-1 7-0 2-0 12-1 1-0 2-0 0-0 W14 10-0
Nicole Flower/Noelle Malley 3-1 0-0 3-1 0-0 --- --- --- 0-0 0-0 L1 3-1
Miho Kowase/Gabriella De Santis 7-5 3-3 4-2 2-0 --- 3-3 --- 0-0 0-0 W2 5-5
Sandy Niehaus/Grainne O'Neill 4-2 1-1 3-1 0-0 1-1 --- --- 0-0 0-0 W1 4-2
Noelle Malley/Ferny Angeles Paz 8-2 1-2 7-0 0-0 --- --- 1-2 0-0 0-0 L1 8-2
Noelle Malley/Grainne O'Neill 8-9 8-9 0-0 4-3 8-9 --- --- 1-3 0-0 L3 4-6
Miho Kowase/Ferny Angeles Paz 15-2 15-2 0-0 7-0 1-0 2-0 12-2 1-0 0-0 L2 8-2
Kelsey Becker/Nicole Flower 1-0 1-0 0-0 0-0 --- --- 1-0 0-0 0-0 W1 1-0
Kelsey Becker/Noelle Malley 1-0 1-0 0-0 0-0 --- --- 1-0 0-0 0-0 W1 1-0
Kelsey Becker/Sandy Niehaus 1-3 1-3 0-0 0-3 --- 1-0 0-3 0-0 0-0 L3 1-3
Nicole Flower/Grainne O'Neill 1-0 1-0 0-0 0-0 --- --- 1-0 0-0 0-0 W1 1-0
Nicole Flower/Sandy Niehaus 1-0 1-0 0-0 0-0 --- 1-0 --- 0-0 0-0 W1 1-0
Kelsey Becker/Gabriella De Santis 1-0 1-0 0-0 0-0 --- --- 1-0 0-0 0-0 W1 1-0
Totals 74-28 49-21 25-7 20-6 12-10 19-4 18-7 4-3 0-0
Percentage .725 .700 .781 .769 .545 .826 .720 .571 .000
Ohio State Tennis
Ohio State Season Statistics (Through games of Jun 09, 2014)
Date Opponent Score Overall Conf Nat'l Reg'l
Oct. 4-6, 2013 Akron Fall Invitiational  (University of Akron)
Oct. 10-12, 2013 ITA Midwest Regional hampio ships  (Ann Arbor, Mich.)
Oct. 25-27 Tennessee Fall Invite  (Knoxville, Tenn.)
Nov. 8-10, 2013 Jack Kramer Collegiate Tournament  (Los Angeles, Calif.)
Jan 18, 2014 at #19 Baylor L 3-4 0-1 0-0 #72
^ Jan. 18, 2014 vs Prairie View A&M W 7-0 1-1 0-0 #72
@ Jan 24, 2014 at #9 Miami L 2-4 1-2 0-0 #72
@ Jan 25, 2014 vs #59 South Florida L 1-4 1-3 0-0 #72
Jan 31, 2014 SYRACUSE W 4-0 2-3 0-0 #71
Jan 31, 2014 YOUNGSTOWN STATE W 7-0 3-3 0-0 #71
Feb 14, 2014 at #38 Kentucky L 2-4 3-4 0-0
Feb 21, 2014 #27 TENNESSEE W 4-3 4-4 0-0
* Feb 25, 2014 at Penn State W 7-0 5-4 1-0 #52
Mar 05, 2014 NORTHERN KENTUCKY W 7-0 6-4 1-0 #59
Mar 05, 2014 CINCINNATI W 6-1 7-4 1-0 #59
Mar 08, 2014 #75 PRINCETON W 6-1 8-4 1-0 #59
Mar 12, 2014 at UNLV W 6-1 9-4 1-0 #56
$ Mar 14, 2014 vs Marquette W 7-0 10-4 1-0 #56
* Mar 21, 2014 at #15 Michigan L 2-5 10-5 1-1 #51
* Mar 23, 2014 MICHIGAN STATE W 5-2 11-5 2-1 #51
* Mar 29, 2014 at #11 Northwestern L 1-6 11-6 2-2 #54
* Mar 30, 2014 at #37 Illinois L 3-4 11-7 2-3 #54
* Apr 04, 2014 #55 MINNESOTA W 7-0 12-7 3-3 #53
* Apr 06, 2014 WISCONSIN W 6-1 13-7 4-3 #53
Apr 06, 2014 WRIGHT STATE W 7-0 14-7 4-3 #53
* Apr 11, 2014 #41 INDIANA W 7-0 15-7 5-3 #49
* Apr 13, 2014 #37 PURDUE W 5-2 16-7 6-3 #49
* Apr 18, 2014 at Iowa W 6-1 17-7 7-3 #34
* Apr 20, 2014 at Nebraska W 4-0 18-7 8-3 #34
# Apr 25, 2014 vs #65 Minnesota W 4-0 19-7 8-3 #36
# Apr 26, 2014 vs #16 Northwestern L 0-4 19-8 8-3 #36
! May 09, 2014 vs #30 South Carolina L 1-4 19-9 8-3 #35
*Big Ten Confere c  match
@ITA Kickoff Weekend, Miami, Fla.
#Big Ten Tournament, Evanston, Ill.




DOUBLES Overall Dual Tour Conf 1 2 3 Nat'l Reg'l
Gabriella De Santis 27-7 19-4 8-3 9-0 2-0 15-4 2-0 2-0 0-0
Miho Kowase 26-9 18-5 8-4 9-0 1-0 5-3 12-2 1-0 0-0
Grainne O'Neill 17-13 10-10 7-3 4-3 9-10 --- 1-0 1-3 0-0
Noelle Malley 20-12 10-11 10-1 4-3 8-9 --- 2-2 1-3 0-0
Sandy Niehaus 25-7 18-5 7-2 7-3 3-1 14-1 1-3 2-0 0-0
Nicole Flower 6-1 3-0 3-1 0-0 --- 1-0 2-0 0-0 0-0
Ferny Angeles Paz 23-4 16-4 7-0 7-0 1-0 2-0 13-4 1-0 0-0
Kelsey Becker 4-3 4-3 0-0 0-3 --- 1-0 3-3 0-0 0-0
Totals 74-28 49-21 25-7 20-6 12-10 19-4 18-7 4-3 0-0
Percentage .725 .700 .781 .769 .545 .826 .720 .571 .000
FINAL BIG TEN STANDINGS
   Big Ten   All Matches
Teams W-L(Pct.) W-L (Pct.)
1. Michigan! 11-0 (1.00) 22-5 (.815)
2.  Northwestern!#  10-1 (.909) 20-7 (.741)
3. OHIO STATE!  8-3 (.727) 19-9 (.679)
4.  Purdue! 7-4 (.636) 12-11 (.522)
5. Indiana  6-5 (.545) 19-9 (.679)
 Minnesota 6-5 (.545) 17-9 (.654)
 Illinois  6-5 (.545) 14-10 (.583)
8. Michigan State    5-6 (.455) 17-9 (.654)
9. Iowa  3-8 (.273) 11-13 (.458)
10. Wisconsin 2-9 (.182) 7-13 (.350)
 Penn State    2-9 (.182) 6-18 (.250)
12. Nebraska  0-11 (.000) 8-17 (.320)
! - NCAA Tournament participant
# - 2013 Big Ten Tournament Champion
